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ABSTRACT 
By the middle of 1990, World Wide Web had transformed the online world 
tremendously. Users from all over world were able to access and select various type of 
information from the online world through the system at hypertext called homepage. 
FSKTM E-Community is a web based system that allows the user to discuss and share 
any issues or problems in this place. The modules that included in this system are notice 
board, widen knowledge, complaint, forum and FAQs. Which this module wil1 be able 
to add, edit, view, delete and reply by the user. The development process of FSKTM E- 
Community system involves several stages, which include literature review, system 
analysis and requirement and system design. The reports will also cover the process 
models, the research plan and methodologies, the analysi an existing system and the 
design of the new system. The waterfall model with prototyping approach was selected 
for the development process for the strengths and reduces the risk involved ystem will 
use ASP.Net as dynamic web tool, HS for web server and Microsoft SQL for its database 
implementation. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction Project 
The revolution of internet enabled billion of people all around the world to 
communicate interactively. Thus, communication not only makes people share their ideas, 
knowledge, current issue, as well as share the problems in the website. The FSKTM 
E-Community is one of the e-community solutions for communication over the internet 
and the target users for commit.tee FSKTM as well. 
FSKTM E-Community is a web ba ed sy terns enable u ers to c ntribute their 
ideas as well as to exchange their knowledge's, doing announcements, complaining and 
telling their problems to others. This system is based on the WAN, by this way, users can 
easily surf the mentioned website at anytime. 
Faculty Computer Saints and Information Technology have not been practicing 
FSKTM E-Community system yet. With this practice, it would be good to develop this 
system for the committee of FSKTM. However this project will be dividin , into live 
modules like: 
Notice 
2 Widen Knowledge 
3 omplaint 
4 Forum 
5 FA s 
The aim of Notice t nun un · · th" importnut ·1111H 1111 iem mts b I ecturcr, 
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student or staff. The notice module will divide into three sub module which ne 
announces by lecturer, student and staff. 
The aim of widen knowledge module is to share the knowledge like list out the 
entire URL content virus to prevent ushers from surfing dangerous websites and 
introducing the new species of certain unknown virus. 
Complaining module site has been using to complain and reveal the dissatisfaction 
of the students toward the unsatisfied condition of the canteen, staffs and facilities in 
FSKTM. This complaint will be take action by System Management of Complaint. 
Forum module site is playing an important role to reveal hot topics or questions 
and attempt to obtain feedback from the committees of FSKTM. These forum modules 
will separate to a group which user just can go to the forum part based on category like 
student just can go to student forum part only. 
Problem te11ing module site is for them to share their problems with thers and 
gain positive advice and encouragement from them. This problem telling i open to all 
the committees of FSKTM who are volunteer to advice and encourage them. 
1.2 Objective FSKTM E-Community 
With the aim of KTM r. ommunity they have the opportunity to expl re 
themselves in the world of carin ',which i the main aim of •SKTM E- ommunity; they 
can easily make new friend , tell their problem and t ud i · and ·11 ouru ·m nt from 
the listener. 
The objective pr jeers arc: 
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1. Develop a community that can communicate with each other between lectur r 
student and staff in FSKTM. 
u. Develop a web based systems enable users to contribute their ideas, knowledge, 
information, doing notices, complaints and telling their problems. 
iii. Minimize the gap between lecturers and students, staffs and students. 
iv. Exchange and share information and knowledge- a place to share ideas. 
1.3 Scope Project 
FSKTM E-Community is web based systems that enable users from committee FSKTM 
to communicate with each other. FSKTM desires to develop a particular system 
community only for committees FSKTM. 
1.3.l Scope: Network Architecture 
What kind of technologies to be used 
FSKTM E-Community web based system is used the form of WAN. y thi way, the 
committees can conveniently surf the mentioned website at anytime whether they are 
being at home or at faculty. So that, this sy tern will become m re effective and usability. 
1.3.2 Scope: Target User 
Who is the target audience and members 
FSKTM -Community i tar toted nly f r committ ·cs F TM. JI onl includ • lecturer 
staff, senior and junior. All f'thcm .an o to h • 1:111 on oin r discu siou, noti ·c, complui11t 
f rum and FA . The us er can join th' .ommunit if hn ' · nnpu! ·r and int met to a ces 
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and just require a basic knowledge of how to online. Usually they need login a a 
committee FSKTM. However, FSKTM E-Community web based system to be a private 
so that the target user is from FSKTM. 
1.3.3 Scope: Type of member interactions 
What kind of discussions or interactions or event planning does intend to foster 
No doubt FSKTM e-community project is going to be an ongoing discussion, notice, 
complaint, forum and FAQs and they can initiate by the host or by the members. It is also 
definitely intellectual and can also be of social characteristic, sensitive or even 
controversial is with the exception of extreme ones. lt is an objective for content or 
knowledge generation focusing around static and dynamic contents in an asynchronous 
manner. 
1.4 Project Development Life Cycle 
A development life cycle is to produce a system that able to satisfy the need of the 
ultimate users. This development life cycle consist of five pha es which are requirement 
analysis, design, build or coding, evaluation and documentation a depicted in figure I. I. 
The development life cycle of F KTM E- omrnunity be iin at the pha e or 
requirement analysis. The requirements of the entire y tern are analyzed and specified to 
fulfill the end u ers' requirement' pccilications. 
Design i the second pha so of de elopmont lilo c 'I . 1 his 1 hmi is including 
oflwarc de i m and sy tern de si n. "l m is th • first st 'P in th pro· 'S or Iran form in ' 
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the requirements into close representation of the eventual functional software. It also 
includes lower level work such as detailed specification of data structure and algorithms 
with the identified components. Software design is a process of devising and documenting 
the overall architecture for a software system. It identifying the major components of the 
system specifying what they are to accomplish, and establishing the interfaces among the 
components. The system developers design the interfaces of the system and database 
design to accomplish the system design. 
The next phase will be the coding phase where the design specifications will be 
translated into source modes that the computer can process. 
After the coding phase has been completed, a software system is putting through 
the testing phase before it can be put into operation. Software testing embraces a wide 
range of activities that not only support the assessment of quality but also help to achieve 
and preserve software quality. 
At the ultimate phase, various forms of documents are created at la t. It aims to 
prepare guidance for users to understand the concept and functionality of each feature in 
the application. Before moving into the next phase, it is necessary to ro thr ugh a review 
process. This will help to detect the error may occur in each phase. 
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Requirement 
Evaluation 
Documentations 
Figure 1.1 Project Development Life Cycles 
1.5 Project Schedule 
A Gantt chart is an easy way to schedule task. It is essentially a chart on which bars 
represent each task or activity. The length of each bar represents the relative length of the 
task. Figure below is an example of Gantt chart where time is indicated on the horizontal 
dimension and description of activities make up the vertical dimension. This is the project 
planning for the system. 
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2004 0000 
ID TaskNeme St•rt Finish Du,.tiofl Jut!Mals.,,!ootl"""I°'° ,,.•lf«>IMlrl 
1 Feasibility Study 612812004 71912004 Zw • 
2 Literature Review 612812004 7/1612004 3w • 
3 Methodology 7/12/2004 712312004 Zw • 
4 System Analysis 712612004 812012004 4w - 5 System Design 811912004 9/29/2004 6w - 6 system coosrrucaon ana 10128/2004 3(712005 18.6w lmolementation 
7 System Testing 10/2812004 3(712005 18.6w 
8 Documentation 6128/2004 3/1512005 37.4w 
Figure 1.2: Sclledule Project 
1.6 Report Layout 
The purpose of this project layout is to give an overall overview and picture of the major 
contents, which will be included and involved during the development of this project. 
Below is the report layout: 
Chapter 1 : Introduction Project 
This chapter gives an overview of the project, which include the bjective, pr [ect c pe, 
and schedule projects software and hardware requirement. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This chapter will elab rate th· tudies in detail whi h h 1 • h · u don flu th' project. It 
al o indicate findin , , summarizati n anal His nnd synthc, is 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
This chapter emphasizes on the methodology, analysis of the project's requirement and 
development tools. It explains how the requirements for this project would be acquired 
and the analysis of the result. 
Chapter 4: System Analysis 
This chapter analyses the available development tools to choose and the best tools or 
software to develop and enhance the system. 
Chapter 5: System Design 
Explaining the conceptual and technical design processes of the system. It includes 
database and user interface design. 
Chapter 6: System Implementation & Development 
Showing the documentation of development process which included in tall b th hardware 
and software. Writing the coding lo developed the system. 
Chapter 7: System Testing 
This chapter gives a description of testing pr ccs , which invol e both plannin > and 
implementation. It also includes the verification and validation of the software to muke 
sure that the err r i at the minimum I cl, 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Environment 
Conclusion gives a description of an overall system during the development of FSKTM 
e-community system in the simplest way. However, discussion section elaborates and 
predicts the unforeseen problems in the future during system implementation as welt as 
seeking appropriate solutions. Future environment will evaluate the system in term of 
strengths and limitations together will suggestion for further enhancement for the system. 
The problems encountered during the development of the system will also be illustrated 
here. Finally, it ends with a conclusion of the whole project. 
1.7 Summary 
After achieving the objectives of the project and the scope is well being 
understood, further researches need to be carried out to ensure the system can be run 
smoothly. Next chapter considers some literatures related to this thesis project. 
The purpose of scope project is to ensure our system is developing according to the 
requirement. Schedule project is to ensure that the project development pr ce model 
works smoothly. 
Research was undergoing to identify the requirement f the user. It want to make 
sure that sy tern was developing according t the requirement of the user. 
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Chapter 2 Introduction Literature Review 
Literature Review is research and literature reviews have to be done to dig deeper 
for information about the proposed system before developing it. Study of the existing 
system is important at determining scopes and objected of the proposed system. Besides 
that, extensive research is done in several areas including the Web development and 
application technologies, appropriate programming languages and DBMS web 
programming language and technologies, web server and databases, web-based 
architecture and client server. This will help to acquire the essential knowledge in giving 
the correct techniques and methods in implementation and design stage. 
2.1 What is an E-Community? 
E-Community also call electronic community, it is a safe, democratic, and discursive 
place that exists in cyberspace. E-community is defined as a group of people with common 
interest and conviction that embrace information and communication technologies in 
their daily interactions and transactions to improve their quality o live in significant 
ways. The community is self sustained and driven by it intere t, commitment, 
requirements and initiatives. 
lectronic c mmunitie come in many form , includinu m s, a 1 • boards, thread •cl 
di cu si n , chat r m , and forum . 
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All of these communities allow members to exchange ideas, discuss topics, hare 
electronic resources, and get to know each other better. 
2.2 World Wide W eh 
Also called WWW, W3, or simply the web, the World Wide Web is collection of 
interlinked multimedia documents stored on tens of thousands of independent servers 
around the world. Web documents can incorporate text, graphics, animation, sound and 
even video. The web is the fastest growing component of internet. Many companie , 
government agencies, universities, and individuals have their own web sites. Many times 
when people are discussing the internet in casual conver ation, they are actually talking 
about the web. 
Web sites are divided into pages, which units are containing approximately the 
amount of information that would fill a single computer screen. A web site's starting point 
is its home page, which is similar to the cover a magazine. From the home page, the user 
can access other pages on that ite. Each web page ha it own pecific addrcs , formally 
known as its uniform resource locator (URL). The UR for web pages follow a particular 
format. Consider the following example: http://www. 100 rle .com. 
The http stands for Hypertext Transfer Protocol (I ITTP), the c mmunicati n 
standard u ed on the web. Tho individual computer' thut mak • up the web ur c illed web 
servers or HTTP ervcrs. Becau ·e th »m int irpr t 1 ITTP iouuu uul ', th · in uso n 
site R to I care it and accc ·' its · nt mts, Th I tt ·rs www indica! thnt thi location 
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is a part of World Wide Web. 
2.3 Why FSKTM Need E-Community 
The situations of the meantime before have an e-community and the situation after have 
an e-community of FSKTM. 
i. The situation of the meantime 
• There is no a space of special communication for exchanging our idea, perception, 
to share personal problem or discuss certain issue. 
• Majoring of the modu1e on the website only particularity provided for lecturer but 
not for students. 
• There is a big gap between the lecturers and students, junior and senior. Student 
only get to know those lecturers who are teaching them. 
• Lecturers, staffs and students do not have the chance to voice out their opinions, 
knowledge and feelings. 
ii. The situation in the future 
• There wi11 be a communication space for them to exchange opuuon and 
experience. 
• Via e-comrnunication, the gap between lecturers and student and between scni r 
and junior wi II be eradicated. 
• Lecturer , staffs and . tudent can utilize this web f r multipl • J urpo s. 
• Use time wisely and positively, not browse those unh ·alth w hsit whi h will not 
bring them any benefit and n ne wid n th •ir 11 v I .d · s, 
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• More convenient for lecturers, staffs and students to do announcement i11 th 
notice board. 
2.4 Analysis on the existing E-Community system 
2.4.1 Analysis on communityzero .com 
Address URL: www.communityzero.com 
Community zero is an interactive website that allows a group of people to communicate 
and exchange information over the internet in their own private and secure area. Within 
each area, called an online community, participants are provided access to a uite of 
powerful tools that enable a group to effectively get organized, share knowledge and 
communicate. Community zero is essentially a private interactive website, otherwise 
referred to as an intranet. Only authorized users are granted access, thus protecting the 
privacy of the sensitive information, contained with the community the degree of security 
can be set by the administrator of the community. 
Advantages of the system: 
t. the user capacity and text storage are unlimited 
11. administrative interface provides a series of tools to manage member accounts, 
communities, broadcast emails and more 
111. it is free of charge 
iv, private and secure online c mmuuitic 
v. powerful tools for collaborati 11 and interaction 
vr. ea 'Y t use- n pro irarnmin ' know led '~ 
Di advanta ze of the ystcm: 
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i. cookies are required when you want to be a member of community zero 
11. User interface is not user friendly because the layout is too complex. 
2.4.2 Analysis on circles99.com 
Address URL: www.circles99.com 
Circles99 is a free online community solution that allows you to bring together 
family, friends, and associates through an interactive website. User can establish their 
own online community to stay connects to a group of people. In circles99, user will have a 
pleasure to exchange information and communicate with others that share a common 
interest. The cool, feature rich website allows user to meet new friends, exchange ideas 
and keep in touch through a wide range of interactive online activities. Circles99 is a 
popular friendship website. 
Circles99 offers a host of cool new features like mobile downloads, picture 
messaging, dedications, e-cards, sms board, chat group, forum to lifestyle news and 
trendsetting activities. Just imagine, user can capture digital shots with their 
mobilephones and upload the pictures to the circle 99 website -- another first by o J 
Invention. User can also send dedication through SMS which will be po led directly ont 
the website. And what about crush the popular online tame where members can play 
cupid to one another. Other cool features lo be included oon are m ircle, mBI 1 
mFriends, and mBoard. 
Advantages of the y tern: 
1. the u er capacity and to I 'torn • ar unlimited 
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n. it is free of charge 
111. private and secure online communities 
iv. powerful tools for collaboration and interaction 
v. easy to use- no programming knowledge 
VI. Members are prohibited from posting rude, vulgar, racist and offensive messages 
which may threaten or harass the peace of the group, or invade other's privacy. 
Disadvantages of the system: 
1. To be a member of circles99, one must be 18 years old and above. Those 
below 18 must get their parents consent. 
ii. A one time registration fee of RM3.00 will be charged for membership 
activation through your mobile phone. 
111. Services like downloading of ring tones, picture messages, operator logos, 
SMS message board, chat and other related activities come with separate 
charges. 
iv. Members must provide true, accurate and complete information ab ut 
themselves on the online registration form. The information mu t be updated 
constantly. 
v. If the webma ter finds the inf nnati n to b i untruo or i111 ioumtc they re serve 
the ri rht to uspend, r terminal member's a, ount without prior not ice. 
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2.5 Summary 
In this chapter, a complete literature review had been carried out. As a result, it may 
identify the most compatible tools or methods to be used during the development phase. 
Besides, all the possibility and consideration also must be taken into accounts during the 
analysis phase for the project development. 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
A system development methodology is a very formal and precise system 
development process. It defines a set of activities, methods, best practices, deliverables, 
and automated tools for system developments and project managers to use to develop 
and maintain most or all information systems and software. Methodologies ensure that a 
consistent, reproducible approach is applied to FSKTM e-community system, and 
reduce the risk associated with shortcuts and mistakes. Finally, methodologies will 
produce complete and consistent documentation. 
3.2 Concept of Methodology 
A methodology is defined as a collection of procedures, techniques, tools and 
documentation aid. The procedures, techniques, tools and documentation aids help the 
software developer to speed up and simplify the software development proces s, A 
methodology consists of phases that in turn consist of sub-phases, where pha es guide 
the developers in the choice of the techniques that are appropriate. A methodology also 
helps the system developer l plan, manage, control and evaluate inforrnati n y stein 
projects. 
Actually, what are the objective of the m eth dolo • The obj .ctivo. l f 
methodology are:- 
1. record accurately the r iquircmcut of the .yst nu 
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11. ensures progress can be monitored by provide a systematic method of the 
development 
m. provide an appropriate time limit and an acceptable budget 
rv. produce a system with the well documented and easy to maintain 
v. provide an indication of needed changes as early as possible in the development 
process 
vi. provide a system that is user-friendly 
There are a few examples of the methodologies, such as:- 
t. SSAMD (Structures System Analysis and Design Methodology) 
n. OOAD (Object-oriented Analysis and Design) 
m. RAD (Rapid Application Development) 
iv. SSM (Soft System Methodology) 
v. ETHICS (Effective Technical and Human Implementation of Computer-ha ed 
Systems) 
3.3 Methodology of FSKTM E-Community System 
The methodology use in this FSKTM E- ommunity ystem i waterfall with prot typing 
model. 
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••••••••••••• 
··.. Validate • • • • • • 
· · · · · · · · •.Yerify· .. • • • • • • • .. . 
Program ••• • -, . . . 
l>esion • • • .• e- •. • • • • •• •• . . 
• • • • 
• • • • • • • . . • • • • • • ---------..·.·. 
Unit and Integration •• ·• 
T~· :• --- .. • • • • 
Requirement 
Analysis 
System 
Desip 
. . • 
Proto yping 
Operation 
and 
Maintenance 
Figure 3. I Waterfalls with Prototyping Model 
Waterfall with prototyping model consists of the combination of tw model , 
which are waterfall model and prototyping model. Waterfa11 model i a model where one 
development stage should be completed before the next begin. Pr totyping m del i a 
process model that allow all or part f the system to be c nstruct id quickly in order t 
identify or understand i ue that may aria . Prototypiu i11 h re menu building n 111111- 
cale markup system that allows u er to tr it on. 
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The objective of using this model is to come out with a complete system with alt 
the criteria needed by the user. In order to reach the objective, a prototype on 
requirement analysis, system design and program design will be made and it will be 
shown to the user for testing purposes and for getting their feedback. With this feedback, 
some modification will be made to the system in order to fulfill user's need. Other than 
that, system testing will also verify system design and validate requirement analysis to 
make sure that the entire requirement has been fulfill before it is delivered to the user. 
Validate in here mean to ensure that the system bas developed and implemented 
alt the requirements. This is to ensure that each system function can be traced back to a 
particular requirement in the system specification and to make sure that the developer is 
building the right product. Ln order word, validate mean the process of evaluating 
software to ensure that it comply with the requirements. 
System verification is used to ensure that all functions work correctly and as 
needed. ln order word, verification checks the quality of the implementation. ach 
stages of waterfall with prototyping model will be discussed in details below: 
1. Requirement Analysis 
Data will be gathered from sources like written material , internet as well as 
observation and examination of other exi ting system that are relate to this 
project. The iterative process f prototyping-revi ion will be atu Flow 
Diagram (DFO) i cho en t analyze the collected datu be ·mi. it c111bles the 
information domain and functi ual d main t > be m d I ·d 1t th· same tim . It 
is at t be u cd to rnphi all how th now of the data throu ih th 
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The most important outcome from this phase swi11 be in accurate sy tern 
requirement specification. 
u. System Design 
The iterative process of prototyping-revision will be used to revise the design 
of the user interface. Interface prototyping will be built using Microsoft 
Visual Studio. Net. Structured chart will be involved in structuring the 
system's modules and a Data flow Diagram (DFD) might be used to depict 
the design of procedural details. 
111. Program Design 
The previous phase was approved; the overall system design is used to 
generate the design of the individual program involved. 
iv. Coding 
ASP.Net will be used as the server-side programming language and scripting 
languages such as VBScript, JavaScript and HTML might be used in coding 
the information and functional domain as well as the control of the proposed 
system. llS will be used as web server to connect the user and databa e. 
Microsoft SQL Server will be used to develop the databa e of the system a 
well. 
v. Unit and lntegrating Testing 
Unit and integration te ting i to en ure thnt the .odo implemented th · d ·si 11 
pr perly. It inv I e erifyin 1 thnt each unit 111 cts its sp '·ificotion. If' the 
unit tc ting i fail, the ' st nn protot p • i, r ·d fined ugnin r the system 
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analysis and design stage is reprocessed again. If unit testing is succe s 
program which had been developed, are integrated and tested as a complete 
system to ensure that the FSKTM E-Community's software requirement have 
been meet. The integration and test plan is executed, and the software 
documentation is updated and completed. 
vi. System Testing 
First, unit testing will be performed to verify each program module. Next, 
integration testing is performed associated with the interfacing of those 
modules. Validation test succeeds when the system functions in the manner 
that is reasonably expected. The process then will be followed by system 
testing and acceptance testing. 
vn. Operation and Maintenance 
A fully update of the hardware and software system repeated for each update. 
Maintenance is making adaptation of the software for external charge 
(requirements changes I enhancements) and intemal changes (fixing bug ), 
when changes are made during the maintenance phase, all preceding tep of 
the model must be revisited. There are three types or maintenance namely 
corrective (fixing bu s/ error ) adaptive (updates due t environment 
changes) and perfective (enhancements, requirement chan re ). 
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3.4 Comparison Chart of Different Methodologies 
Characteristics Waterfall Model Prototyping Waterfall with 
Model Prototyping 
Model 
Clarity of Minimal High High 
Requirement 
Process Visibility High Low High 
Enable Iteration No Yes Yes 
Flexibility Minimal High High 
User Iteration Minimal High High 
Planning Yes No Yes 
-- - 
Success Rate Varies Varies High 
System Design & Good Poor Good 
Structure 
Problem Detection Late Early Early 
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3.5 Summary 
A system development methodology is a very formal and precise system 
development that defines a set of activities, methods, best practices, deliverables, and 
automated tool for system development. Methodology can helps the system developer to 
plan, manager, control, and evaluate information system project. 
Waterfall with prototyping model is the methodology that uses to develop 
FSKTM e-community system. It is because:- 
1. Helps developers to lie out and see what they need to do, because the model 
encourages planning before design. 
11. It also helps developers to get the high level view of the system, at the 
development stage. 
111. Risk and uncertainty of the system can be reduced 
rv. System can be change at earlier stage if it does not comply with what 
expected by the user or customer 
v. Prototyping can improve design effectivenes becau e the user can try the 
system and directly integrated into the system in a manner that they clearly 
understand 
vi. It can lead to greater understanding f the pr ject de fin it ion and requirement. 
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Chapter 4 System Analysis 
4.1 Introduction of System Analysis 
System Analysis is an essential and important phase in software life cycle that describes 
the detail what will the system do to achieve the objective effectively and efficiently. 
This phase usually requires a few days time to complete for small-scale project. 
The activities in this phase are: 
1 . Gather the important data about the system. 
2. Identify the system requirements. 
3. Arrange the requirements with priority. 
4. Generate the alternative. 
5. Make a presentation to the management. 
The purposes for analysis phase are: 
• Gain an overaJI understanding of system data flow and systems work. 
• [dentifying the major components to be included. 
• Research on how this y tern can be developed using current r maybe latest 
new emerging technologies. 
• To identify the software and hardware requirement to develop and re ide the 
system. 
• To analyze and plan con tr I features t de ·I par bust mcl r liable syst nu, 
• reate a ystem pccificatiou definition that d ·scrih .' both th' 1'1111 tionul and 
non-functional requirement. 
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4.2 Finding 
4.2.1 Research and Internet Surfing 
The research and development of this system will be in progress throughout two 
semesters. The methods used to gather materials and resources are as following- 
1. Research on the previous thesis and reference book. 
Research has been done on the previous similar thesis to get some general idea on how a 
healthcare information system is carried out and analyze the benefits and limitations of 
the project. 
2. Surfing information through the Internet. 
There are many information are available on the Internet, including some existing 
systems. lt has always been a wise way to create a good solution by looking ones. 
Learning from and then enhancing existing approach more quality solution. 
4.2.2 Brainstorming 
Normally, the user will judge the system on its contents, interface, respon iveness and 
performance. Hence, brainstorming is important to define the contents of the sy tern. I 
have weekly to do the research to get the idea and guideline from the web ite and seni r 
to discuss the problem and database design. 
4.3 Requirements Analysis 
4.3.1 Functional Requirem nts 
Functi nal requirement arc th c rcquircm ·nts thnt the us •r nc .ds in md 'r to d 
busincs . Functional requirement capture the tasks thnt th· hu, iuess mu. t perform ind 
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as such it does not include implementation details such as what hardware or software the 
system must use. During this stage, modules must be incorporated into the software is 
specifying the detail manner. The system provides several general functions, listed 
below: 
1. Notice Board Module 
The function of this notice is to enable the lecturer, student or staff announces the notice 
to the system. 
2. Widen knowledge Module 
At this module is to share an information and knowledge. 
3. Complaint Module 
This module is to complaint and reveals the dissatisfaction of the students toward the 
unsatisfied condition of the canteen, staffs and facilities in FSKTM. 
4. Forum Module 
This module is enabling the user to create a topic and from each topic it allows to create 
a post. 
5. FAQs Module 
This module is placing the problems and question. Their will gain the po itive advice, 
encouragement and the answer. 
4.3.2 Functional Requirements for U er 
Login 
Thi function ju t can u e by I· TM ionuuittcc .. It has thr · columns to I t 11 ors to 
fill in, which are u rnam , pa • word and •nt ior . 
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User profiles 
Users can view and edit their own profile. Besides that, they aJlow to change their 
password. 
Add 
Users can add their notice; widen knowledge, complaint, post and problem. 
Edit 
Users allow making change the existing notice, widen knowledge, complaint, post and 
problem that are added by them. 
View 
Users can view directly what they submit in the view part. 
Delete 
Users also allow delete the notice, widening knowledge, complaint, post and problem 
that add by them if they change their mind. 
Reply 
Users allow replying other user question, opinion, advice on the Forum and FQA part. 
Logout 
Users exit the system. 
4.3.3 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements are requirement which are not directly c ncerned 
with the specific functi ns delivered by the sy terns. Thuy may r lal • lo emer cut 
systems pr pertie uch a r liability, r • .ponsc time and H • 'urit . It al o dofincs the 
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constrains on the systems such as capabilities of J/O devices and the data representations 
used in system interfaces. 
Many non-functional requirements related to the system as a whole rather than to 
individual system features. This means that they are often more critical than individual 
functional requirements. While failure to meet an individual functional requirement may 
degrade the system, failure to meet a non-functional requirement may make the whole 
system unstable. Below is a description of the non-functional requirement identified for 
the system: 
i, User Friendliness 
The systems should be able to build a flow of navigation that helps users in 
navigating to related Uniform Resource Locator (URL) with little efforts through 
hyperlinks and procedure steps. User interfaces should be user friendly to enhance the 
interaction between the users and he system. It should employ an easy to user intuitive 
that will shorten the learning curve for users. 
ii. Flexibility 
The system should have the capability to take advantage of new technology and 
resources. The systems should be able to be implemented in changin ' environment . 
iii. Response Time 
System response time i an imp rtant i sue especially when the syst nu in ol cs tho web. 
In order to have fa t re p nso times th procei sin ' in the s xver is t du icd by hnvin • 
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some of the input validation done on the client side by using client side scripting 
language. 
iv. Reliability 
Reliability refers to the expectation of a system to perform its intended function 
accurately. A reliable system should be consistent while functioning. Thus, the system 
should be reliable in performing its functions and operations without delay in response 
time during the concurrent usage. 
v. Usability 
The security features prevent unauthorized access, alteration or destruction into the 
systems. Each access by user should be authenticated by the systems. Valid user fD and 
password are needed to ensure confidentially and security of users data. 
vi. Modularity 
Modularity is a key factor in order to provide a good program. The system is broken into 
sections or modules so that functions of objects could be distinct from one another this 
characteristic eases the testing and maintenance phase. In systems de ign, modularity f 
program sections is applied from the very beginning because this will lead t ea Y 
modification and enhancement in the future. 
4.4 Operating System 
4.4.1 Windows 2000 
Mier fl Wind w 2000 built n Wind ws NT t chnulo y and an o i. y-to-use 
familiar windows 8 user interface. Window ,lOOO mnk s bu. incss user, morn 
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productive. 
Its integrated web application and broad support for mobile computers and 
hardware devices makes it the easy way for business users to connect to the internet 
anywhere and anytime. And it rock-solid reliability and improved manageability 
simplify desktop management for IT Professionals. 
The combined features of windows 2000 create the mainstream operating system 
for desktop and notebook computing in all organizations. It has the best business 
features of Windows 98 Plug and Play, easy-to-use user interface, and power 
management and made them better, plug integrated the strengths of Windows NT 
Standards-based Security, manageability and reliability. Whether deploy Windows 2000 
on a single computer or via a worldwide network, Windows 2000 increases the 
computing power while lowering the total cost of desktop ownership. 
Kind Server/ Desktop/ Hand held Realtime 
mainframe workstation 
Proprietary Low quality Low quality Not N t appropriate 
custom servers workstations appropriate 
Current Hardware Number of bits 
Version supported Maximum 
Processors 
2000 Pentium 32bit 
(Pr Io si nal and 
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server) partially 
64bits (advanced 
server) bits, 2 
(professional), 4 
(server), 8(server 
advanced) 
processors. 
4.4.2 Windows XP 
Windows XP Professional integrates the strengths of Windows 2000 
Professional, such as standards-based security, manageability and reliability, with the 
best business features of Windows 98 and Windows Millennium Edition, such as Plug 
and Play, simplified user interface, and innovative Support Services. Windows XP 
Professional is built on the proven code base of Windows NT and Windows 2000 ' 
which features a 32-bit computing architecture and a fully protected memory model. 
This combination creates the best desktop operating system for business. 
Whether your business deploys Windows XP Professional on a ingle computer 
or throughout a worldwide network, thi new perating system increases the computing 
power while lowering cost of owner hip for desktop c mputer . 
Kind Server/ Desktop/ Handh Id Reultime 
mainframe wurkatatlen 
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Proprietary Microsoft Microsoft intends Not Not 
custom intends Windows XP for appropriate appropriate 
Windows XP for workstation and 
server use (but it desktop use 
IS the least 
secure, most 
hacked, and least 
powerful of all 
server operating 
systems) 
Current Hardware Number of bits 
Version supported Maximum 
Processors 
XP Intel/Cyrix/ AM 32bits,2(professional) 
D Pentium ' 4(server),8(server 
advanced) processors. 
4.4.3 Linux 
LlNUX is a free UNIX-like operating system that runs on lntel/ yrix/AM 
Pentium, Intel 80x86, Motorola/IBM PowerP , Motorola 80x0, un PAR , 
MIPS, DEC Alpha, HP PA-RI , D VAX, ARM, AP! I 000 1, and L-PS7 I J 0. 
Linux i a free ( PL Licon sed), from cratch per uin syst em bas d heavily 011 
the P IX and UNIX APls. It supp rL th . nd bit hardware and provides a 
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stable multi-user internet ready operating system. 
Linux can be downloaded for free over the Internet or obtained inexpensively 
with support and documentation from a number of commercial vendors. Linux uses 
internet and industry standard components and protocols giving a system with complete 
network integration. The operating system can act as a server for most major file serving 
protocols, and provide all the major internet applications. 
Kind Open Server/ mainframe Desktop/ Hand held Realtime 
Source workstation 
UNIX small and medium for those experimental Not 
scale server systems familiar with and hobbyist appropriate 
UNlX only 
Current Hardware Number of bits 
Version supported Maximum 
Processors 
2.6.4 lntel/Cyrix/ AMD 32 or 64 
Pentium, 80486, (depending on 
80386,80286(partial the processor 
port),8086(partial used). 
port), 
IBM/Motorola 
PoworP , IBM 
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RS/6000, Motorola 
68060,68040,68030 
, 68020, 68000, Sun 
SPARC,Sun 
SPARC64 (Ultra), 
SGI MIPS, DEC 
Alpha,HP-PAISC, 
ARM, API I 000+, 
CL-PS71 io 
4.5 Web Databases 
A web database is a data store or information repository that allows access 
through a query language or application programming interface (AP(). This acces is not 
typically or commonly line or written through the interface that are specially designed to 
be use on a specific computer platform. This is the difference between a conventional 
database system and a web database. 
Web database allow access via other web applications, which specifically form 
that are developed using standardized (HTML) tags, ActiveX controls and client side 
scripts using VBScript or Jscript. Using facilities available in HTMi ., application 
programs on the web server are acce ed throu th erver ride pr ram viu onunon 
Gateway Interface ( I),, crvcr pccific interface, such n Mi irosotl's I API or serv •r 
side scripts envir nment such as ll , A 'P that u ·s VBScript or J, cript. 
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HTML forms interfaces enable programmer to create application that integrate 
database functionality and provide access to organization data repositories on behalf of 
client. Application is design solely for the purposes of querying a database and retuming 
specific information. This capability to integrate a database into application that can be 
accessed by user utilizing a web browser is what makes a database a web database. 
Database technology is used in a variety of application. Some serve only a single 
user on a single persona] computer while others one for multi user. In order to choose a 
reliable database, the database must be able to ensure the safety and security of a data. 
The database is at the care of all mission critical business application and by choosing 
the wrong database can trigger drastic downstream results. 
Most organizations maintain a variety of autonomous computer database that 
supports basic infrastructure needs and classic information system. ln most web-based 
application, these database server as the basic building blocks for information services. 
Organization might want to use this database in their application for several reasons: 
l To better manager the serving of large, document based information repositories to 
internal and external users of the information. 
2 To unlock the potential of unused information m organization databases. 
Information from databases in various part of organizati n uch as finance, human 
resource, project management and others can be con olidated usin r web-based 
application and served to users as thr u rh it were fr m a sin ilc source. I ntabases d( not 
have t be phy ically located with the user of the databusc applic ll ion. 
3 To extend the functi nally f web s ·r ·r, o that inform tion maintained, will be 
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available to the general public and government agencies whose primary product is 
information. 
4.5.1 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SQL is a significant tool in many regards, from data warehousing to 
application that require not only a large amount of information but also may different 
simultaneous users. It is also a key component in answering data management 
requirements and powerful as well as comprehensive database. 
Microsoft SQL is the compact database for rapidly developing applications that 
extend enterprise data management capabilities to devices. The users can manipulate the 
data directly from the client side. Most of the time the data is validated first before it is 
updated into the database in server side. 
It is tightly integrated with Microsoft Back office family products as well to 
enable organization to improve decision making and streamline the business process and 
it is admittedly the best database for Windows NT server 4.0. 
Beside that, SQL Server maintains referential integrity and security and ensures 
that operation can be recovered in the event of numerous types of failure. It can control 
the access for the type of information that can be retrieved by the user. 
It also supports internet database integration. It allows the user to automate the 
publishing of database information in HTML document and allow all the build active 
websites as well a letting u to conduct proccsse n the Internet. 
When combinin the 11 with th QL ervcr Intern ·t .ouu · tor, it 1i cs users 
the complete internet database publi hiu 1 capabilities. lt also prov id 'S tho function for 
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transparent distributed transactions. This means that it provides automatic distributed 
update capability across two or more SQL Server transparent to desktop application, 
making it simple to use and guarantees the integrity of transaction of spanning multiple 
servers. 
4.5.2 Microsoft Access 
Microsoft Access is a windows-based database management system that can runs 
under windows 95/98/2000/XP/NT operating system. It can be viewed as a large 
repository in which table s reports, queries and other objects are stored. The Microsoft 
Access package is one of the best selling relational database packages for windows on 
the market. It is estimated the currently more than 10 milJions people using this database 
package. 
Access provides an inexpensive yet powerful database solution for small-scale 
projects and yet easy to use. With access, we can design and use database whether 
simple or complex very quickly to create tables, Forms, queries and reports. To make 
the task even simpler, Access comes with a set of wizards. All we need to do is answer a 
few questions and Access will do the rest for us. 
Besides that, Access also allows users to indicate how table should be related to 
each other. A table can has referential integrity that all w only one parent record for 
each child record. Access allows users to make change to the tructure of a database 
table. User can add, delete and rearrange field in the table structure. 
Acces als pr vidcs a ·et of to ls to ·n t mizo ipplic ui n su h ns Micro, t 11 
Word and Mier oft -·xcel. In hort, Ace s is do ign 'd t meet ven the most exact in 
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personal or organization's database needs. 
4.5.3 MySQL 
MySQL (pronounced "My ess cue el," not "mysequel") is an open source 
Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) that uses Structured Query 
Language (SQL), the most popular language for adding, accessing, and processing data 
in a database. Because it is open source, anyone can download mySQL and tailor it to 
their needs in accordance with the general public license. MySQL is noted mainly for its 
speed, reliability, and flexibility. Most agree, however, that is works best when 
managing content and not executing transactions. 
The MySQL relational database system was first released in January, 1998. it is 
fulJy multi-threaded using kernel threads, provides application program interfaces (APis) 
for C, C++, Eiffel, Java, Perl, PHP, Python, and Tel, allows for many column types, and 
offers full operator and function support in the SELECT and WHERE parts of queries. 
The development team working on future releases of MySQL plan to unveil MySQL 4.0 
in mid-2001. its features will include a new table definition file format, enhanced 
replication, and more functions for a full-text search. Later, MySQL developers hope to 
add fail-safe replication, a port of MySQL to BeOS, and an option to periodically flush 
key pages for tables with delayed keys. Over time, MySQL plan to be fully AN l 92/ 
ANSI 99- compliant. 
MySQL currently runs on the Linux, NIX and Window' pint form . Mnny 
Internet startups have b en e pecially intercs t d in My QL u an 1lt~r uivc to tho 
proprietary database y tcm from raclc, II M. nnd lnformi . Yahoo' n w ito 11 c 
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MySQL. 
4.6 Software Architecture 
There are a few architectures available now: mainframe architecture, client- 
server architecture, two-tier architecture and three-tier architecture. 
i. Mainframe architecture 
In mainframe system architecture, a11 operation is within the central host computer. 
User interacts with the host through a terminal that captured keystroke and sends that 
info to the host. Mainframe architecture is not tied to a hardware platform. User 
interaction can be cloned using PCs and UNlX Workstations. A limitation of mainframe 
architecture is that is doest not easily support graphical user interface or accesses to 
multiple databases from graphica11y dispersed sites. 
ii. Client - Server-Architecture 
Client is a networked information requester, usually a PC or Workstation that can query 
database and or other information from a server. Clients rely on servers for resources , 
such as files, devices, and even processing power. 
Server is a computer, usually a high-powered workstation a minicomputer or a 
mainframe that houses information for manipulation by networked clients. erver is 
dedicated to managing disk drives (file servers), database (databa e server ) printers 
(print servers), or netw rk traffic (netw rk servers). 
Client- erver i netw rk ar ·hit icturc in which ach iomput ·r r pro ·c. s on the 
network i either a lieut or a rv •r. licnt-: erv r archit tur impli s a cooperative 
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processing of requests submitted by a client, or requester, to t:he server, which processes 
the requests and returns the results to the client. The client manipulates the data and 
presents the result to the user. 
Request 
~ ~Seiver 
~ 4 Response 't, _. 
Figure 4.1 One-to-one Client Servers 
Client-Server solutions can be in a many-to-one design that is more that one client 
typically makes requests of the server. 
iii. Two-tier Architecture 
Two-tier architecture refers to client or server architectures in which the user interface 
runs on the client and the database is stored on the server. The actual application logic 
can run on either the client or the server. There are only the architecturally tiered data 
server and client. 
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Figure 4.2 many-to-one lient Server 
Gill 
Application 
GUI 
Application 
1• ,,.. -.. ...._ ~ 
.. RDBMS 
~ 
Client -. 
..--~-~-~-lic_a_b-.o-n~I ~~--t 
Client 
Client Server 
Figure 4. 3: Two- Tier Architecture 
iv. Three-tier Architecture 
Three-tier architecture is a special type of client or server architecture consisting of three 
well-defined and separate processes, each running on a different platf rm.Three-ti r 
consist of: 
Client- Tier 
lient-Tier i the u er interface which runs m the 11 or's omput ·r 
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Application-Server- Tier 
Application-Server-Tier is the functional modules that actually process data. This 
middle tier isn't present in two-tier architecture in this explicit fonn. This tier protects 
the data from direct access by clients. 
Data-Server-Tier 
Data-Server-Tier is a database management system that store the data required by the 
middle tier. 
Client Servers Database 
DBMS 
I ~Ul 1------- . ..J 
§] 
Application 
Figure4.4 Three-Tier Architecture 
4.7 Web Application Development Tools 
4.7.1 Microsoft Visual Studio.Net 
Microsoft Visual Studio.Net is the late t development t ol for developing web 
application and Web Services which supports multi-langua e uch a If .Net, J cript, 
Net, C++. Net and VB. Net. With thi development t ol, powerful applications can be 
built faster and effectively. e idc that the main purpose is to build th next- cuerntion 
Internet or Span any platform r dcvic . 
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Visual Studio.Net is the only development environment built from the ground up 
for XML Web Services. By allowing applications to share data over the internet, XML 
Web Services enable developers to assemble applications from new and existing code, 
regardless of platform, programming language or object model. 
4.7.2 Dreamweaver 
Dreamweaver is a professional "WSYWIG" program for creating web pages. 
WSYWIG Stands for "What you see is what you get." This means that you DO NOT 
write HTML to make web pages. Instead, when create web pages in DreamWeaver, they 
will look almost like they will when people look at them in web browsers. 
Dreamweaver is especially good for creating web pages because: 
• Can work in the WSYWfG editor, or by "hand coding" (writing) the HTML 
• It writes several basic "JavaScripts". JavaScript is a computer language that 
many web pages use to "spice up" web pages. An example is "Rollover Images." An 
image change if put mouse over it. That is a "ro1lover image." 
• It has many tools to help or a team manages a site. 
4.7.3 Adobe Photoshop 
Adobe Photoshop is hands down, the most popular program for creating and 
modifying images for the web. Photoshop i a bitmap-based program. Vector-ha e 
programs include Adobe Illustrator and Macromedia Freehand. 
Because Photoshop is a bitmap-based pro 1rnm, this mean that all ima c 
created in Photoshop are made up f tiny pixels of dilf ·rcnt iolors or black ad white 
tones on your computer monitor. 
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There tiny pixels can be manipulated in infinite ways and this helps gi e 
Photoshop much of its power and flexibility. We can copy pixels, move pixels, re-colour 
pixels, etc. the choices are basically limitless. 
In the printing world, Photoshop helps us account for variables in the printing 
process by allowing us to correct tones and colours. A tone is the darkness or lightness 
of areas within a black and white photograph or halftone. 
It is important to note the tones you see on your computer monitor will not 
match the final output of the press. These pages are designed to help you compensate for 
these differences. 
When save a file in Photoshop, the goal is to have the image ready to imported 
into a desktop publishing program, as is with NO modifications to be made in the 
desktop publishing software. 
4.8 Web Application Programming Language 
4.8.1 ASP.Net 
ASP.Net is a programming framework built on the common language runtime 
that can be used on a server to build powerful web applications and Web Servers. 
ASP.Net offers several important advantages over previou Web development model : 
a. Enhanced Performance 
ASP.Net is compiled c mmon Ian 'Uage runtime code runuin • 11 the ervcr, nlike it' 
interpreted predecessor A P.Nct can tnko advanteu · or •nrl biudin '• [ust-in-time 
compilation, native ptimization, and oachin 1 service 1i rht ut of the box. Thi 
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amounts to dramatically better performance before you ever write a line of code. 
b. Flexibility 
Because ASP.NET is based on the common language runtime, the power and flexibility 
of that entire platform is available to web application developers. ASP.NET is also 
language-independent; any languages can be used in developing applications. Further, 
common language runtime interoperability guarantees that existing investment in com- 
based development is preserved when migrating to ASP.NET. 
c. Simplicity 
It makes it easy to perform common tasks, from simple form submission and client 
authentication to deployment and site configuration. Additionally, the common language 
runtime simplifies development, with managed code services such as automatic 
reference counting and garbage collection. 
d. Manageability 
ASP.NET employs a text-based, hierarchical configuration system, which simplifies 
applying settings to your server environment and web applications without any help 
from administrator. An ASP.NET Framework application is deployed to a server simply 
by copying the necessary files to the server. 
e. Scalability & Availability 
ASP.NET is designed to improve performance in clustered and multipr ces or 
environments. Processes are cl ely monitored and mann red b th A P.N .. T runtime. 
So that if one misbehave (leaks, deadlo ks), a n w pro· ss can b er ated which 
maintains applicari n c nstantly available to h uullo r quest . 
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f. Customizability and Extensibility 
It is possible to extend or replace any subcomponent of the ASP.Net runtime with 
flexible custom written component. Implementing custom authentication or state 
services have never been easier. 
4.8.2 JavaScript 
JavaScript is an interpreted programming or script language from Netscape. It is 
somewhat similar in capability to Microsoft's Visual Basic, Sun's Tel, the UNIX- 
derived Perl, and IBM's REX. In general, script languages are easier and faster to code 
in than the more structured and compiled languages such as C and C+t-. Script 
languages generally take longer to process than compiled languages, but are very useful 
for shorter programs. 
JavaScript is used in website development to do such things as: 
• automatically change a formatted date on a web page 
• cause a linked- to page to appear in a popup window 
• Cause text or a graphic image to change during a mouse rollover. 
JavaScript uses some of the same ideas found in Java, the compiled object- 
oriented programming derived from C++, JavaScript code can be imbedded in HTML 
pages and interpreted by the web browser (1 client). Java cript can al o be run at the 
server as in Microsoft's Active Server Pages before the page is sent to the reque 'tor. 
Both Microsoft and Netscape browsers upport Java cript, but sometimes in Ii ,htly 
different way. 
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4.8.3 Visual Basic.Net 
Microsoft Visual Basic.net is the newest, most productive version of the Visual 
Basic tool set that enables developers to address today's pressing application 
development issue efficiently. Visual Basic.net enables you to create rich applications 
for Microsoft Windows in less time; incorporate data access from a wider range of 
database scenarios, create components with minimal code and build web-based 
application efficiently. 
Build more robust window-based applications with less code and maintain 
existing code without the need to rewrite moreover; it can create reusable, enterprise- 
class code using full object-oriented constructs and reuse all of your existing ActiveX 
Controls with Visual Basic.net, not only it can build applications more rapidly, but also 
can deploy and maintain they with greater efficiency. Furthermore, it is flexible and 
simplified data access with Microsoft ADO.net and Microsoft ActiveX Data Objects 
(ADO) data access. Fina11y, it can develop applications using the most readable and 
easy-to-write programming language available faster and more effectively. 
4.9 Web Server 
4.9.l Internet Information Services (HS) 
HS (Internet Information Services) is a group of Internet erver (Web r H' TP, 
FTP, and Gopher) and ther capabilitie for Mier oO's Windows NT and Windows 
2000 Server operating sy tern . ll is Mi '1'0' n bid I domin II' th. lutornot serv ·r 
market that is als addrc ed b N t c ip • 'un Mier s . t m , 'R eilly, and thors. 
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With ITS, Microsoft includes a set of programs for building and administering Web sites 
a search engine, and supports for writing Web-based applications that access database, 
Microsoft points out that ITS is tightly integrated with the Windows NT and 2000 
Servers in a number of ways, resulting in faster Web page serving. 
Microsoft includes special capabilities for server administrators designed to 
appeal to Internet Service Providers (ISPs). It includes a single window (or "console") 
from which all services and users can administered. It's designed to be easy to add 
components as "snap-ins" that you didn't initially install. The administrative windows 
can be customized for access by individual customers. 
ITS includes security features and promises that it is easy to install. It works 
closely with the Microsoft Transaction Server to access database and provide control at 
the transaction level. It also works with Microsoft's Netshow in the delivery of 
streaming audio and video, delayed or live. 
4.9.2 PWS 
Personal Web Server (PWS) is for Windows based operating systems only. rt allow run 
Active Server Pages (ASP) from our personal machine. We can test them without 
actually having to upload them to a server that supports them. This is great for just 
testing purposes OR just to try asp out before invest the money int a web hosting 
company that supports ASP. 
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4.10 Development Technology that be Selected 
4.10.1 Operating System and Platform 
Microsoft Window XP Professional will be used as the development platform for 
the proposed system. The client and server side of the system can both be installed on 
windows XP professional. 
Window XP Professional was chosen as the operating system of choice due to 
several factors:- 
1. Reliability 
Window XP Professional is far more compatible with legacy applications. Microsoft has 
been working hard on hardware and software compatibility issues. 
2. High Security 
The NTES file system that is built on security model in Windows NT 4.0 and windows 
2000 provides secure access to file system objects and is programmable. Hence, the 
system's document management is protected. 
4.10.2 Software Development Tools 
The Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 provides the programming model for 
building, deploying, and XML Web Services. The Micro oft Visual Studio.NET 2003 
delivers business value with faster time to market, impr ved system flexibility, and 
reduced costs. 
Advantages of Visual Studio.N T: 
i. Rapid Development for th "' rv •r and Dntn Ti •nt 
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The component designer and server Explorer work in concert to enable visual 
composition of middle-tier business logic components. Built-in ADO.net and 
Visual Database Tools provide support for creation of professional data- 
driven software. 
ii. Reliability and Security 
Built on the proven foundation or the .NET Framework, Visual Studio.NET 
2003 employs a fine-grained security policy for user-based, role-based, and 
code access security models. 
iii. Unmatched Support for XML Web Services 
Improved Add Web Reference dialog box, the web Services Development Kit 
(WSDK), and support for SOAPl. I combine with the Web Service Project 
template, built-in UDDI support, and intuitive designers to proved unparalleled 
capabilities for building and consuming XML Web Services. 
iv. Mobile Web Application Development 
Wireless device support enables you to easily extend your new or existing 
web application to over 200 mobile devices. ASP.N T mobile control 
intelligently render on a brad range of devices. Freeing developer from 
worrying about the unique capabilities of each device. 
v. Smart Device Development 
Native support for the .N T ompact Framework enables development, 
debugging, and automatic dcpl ym nt or npplicntionr to . mart d vi ·o 
including Mier fl Windows I· .N ~T and Pock t P -powcrcd device of 
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robust emulator ensures accurate and rapid development of smart device 
applications without the need for a device. 
vi. Professional software for Windows, the web and Devices 
Visual Forms Designers expedite the creation of rich desktop applications for 
windows, dynamic, broad-reach web applications and appJications for a wide 
range of devices. 
vii. Simplified Application Deployment and Maintenance 
No Touch Deployment enables Windows-based applications to be distributed 
with the ease of Web applications, while side-by-side application deployment 
helps alleviate DLL versioning issues. Built -in support for Windows 
lnsta11er technology provides advanced options for creating windows and web 
deployment packages. 
4.10.3 Web Servers 
J have decided to use Microsoft Internet Information Server (US) as the System Web- 
Server because it can be fully supported by window XP professional and provide 
powerful security, administration and development functionality. [t is also one of the 
best web servers on the market and it is a high-end enterprise-level erver. llS is 
considered by experts to be just as powerful as and much ea ier to set up and maintain 
than many of its UNIX-based competitors. 
Advantages of US: 
1. Offers a superb platform f r buildin ophi ticatcd lntcrnot upplic 1ti n . 
11. a y to install and uuinstall. 
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m. Accessible since aU kinds of browsers can work with it. 
iv. Allows for hosting multiple sites. 
v. Provides capabilities for secure transaction with the SSL (Secure Socket 
Layer) support and for authentication. 
vi. Windows- based web authoring & development tools are supported. 
v11. Integration with existing industry-standard database and other ODBC- 
compliant databases. 
4.10.4 Database 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 works well with databases of any size. ft contains all the 
user-friendly features, works more efficiently and has the ability of handling hundreds 
of transactions simultaneously without affecting performance. There fore, SQL Server 
2000 has be chosen to act as the database management software for the development of 
DCSIMS. 
Advantages of Microsoft SQL Server 2000: 
i, Rieb XML Support 
Simplify the integration of your back-end system and data transfer across firewall using 
XML. Most viable solution to accommodate the vast storage requirements. 
ii. High Availability 
Maximize the availability of your business applications with log hippin ', nline 
backups, and failover clusters. 
iii. Scalability 
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Scale your applications up to 32 CPUs and 64 Gigabytes (GB) of RAM. SQL Server 
2000 has demonstrated record-breaking performance the au can leverage. 
rv. Integration with Windows Server System-BizTalk Server and 
Commerce Server 
SQL Server 2000 m conjunction with other Microsoft windows Server System 
integrated server software provides even more power for you e-business. 
v. Simplified database Administration 
Automatic tuning and maintenance features enable administrations to focus on other 
critical tasks. 
4.10.5 Scripting Language 
With ASP.NET the pages are compiled common language code executing on the server. 
This allows for advantages and forces some charges in the traditional ASP programming. 
Advantages of ASP.NET: 
i. Enhanced performance 
ASP.NET is compiled common language runtime code running on the server. Unlike it 
interpreted predecessors, ASP>NET can take advantage of early binding, just-in-time 
compilation, native optimization, and caching services right out of the box. 
ii. World-Class Tool Support 
The ASP. N T framework is complemented by a rich to lbox and de i mer in 
the Visual Studio inte rratcd development enviroum 'nt. 
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iii. Power and Flexibility 
ASP.NET is language-independent, so you can choose the language that best 
applies to your application or partition your application across many 
languages. 
iv. Simplicity 
ASP.NET page framework allows you to build user interfaces that cleanly 
separate application logic from presentation code and to handle events in a 
simple, VB- like forms processing model. 
v. Manageability 
ASP.Net employs a text-based, hierarchical configuration system which 
simplifies applying setting to your server environment and web applications. 
vi. Customizability and Extensibility 
ASP.NET delivers a weJl-factored architecture that allows developers to 
"plug-in" their code at the appropriate level. 
vii. Security 
With built in with authentication and per-application configuration, you can 
be assured that your applications are secure. 
4.10.6 Web Browser 
Web Browser, that have chosen is Internet xplorer. It is becau e f some 
unique features that the other brow er doesn't hav •. no f them i it interact well with 
both the scripting languages like VB cript and Jav 1 ·ript. B th J 1v11 'cript and 
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VBScript are essentially plug-in scripting languages; they interact with Internet 
Explorer's underlying ActiveX scripting architecture to drive the Web Browser. 
If IE is chosen as the browser, then we cannot assume that all users will use IE 
as their browser. Users have their authority to use the browser that suit to their 
application. 
There are two ways to solve the problem: 
1. Code for one browser only. This is not really a viable solution. By usmg 
Navigator only the JavaScript that will limit our web page's audience. 
2. Code only to the least common denominator. By limiting the JavaScript to that 
which works for both Navigator and IE, developers will have access to most of the 
functionality they need. The code should be tested with all possible environments. 
4.11 Hardware & software Requirements 
4.11.1 Server Hardware Requirements 
The server computer's hardware requirements are:- 
1. With Pentium 4 CPU 2.40Ghz 
2. 5GB above of free space in hard disk 
3. minimum 128 MB RAM 
4. Running on TCP/IP network with a web browser in tailed (rec mmended at least 
28.8 Kbps) 
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4.11.2 Server Software Requirements 
Table 4.1 Server Software Requirements 
Software Description 
Microsoft Windows XP Professional Network Operating System 
Internet Information Server 2002 Web-server services 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Database connectivity interface driver 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 (or above) Precondition for ASP.NET instaJlation 
Microsoft Visual Studio. Net Programming model 
ASP.Net Programming language 
4.11.3 User Hardware Requirements 
1. Minimum 64MB RAM 
2. Running on a TCP/IP network with a web browser installed. (recommended at least 
28.8 Kbps) 
4.11.4 User Software Requirements 
Microsoft Internet Explorer 6.0 and above 
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4.12 Summary 
System analysis is the most important process of system development. A good 
methodology a plan can guide the system development towards the project goals. 
System analysis is used to determine and clearly to find out what a system does and to 
analyze the system requirements either is functional requirement or non-functional 
requirement. 
Reviewing of the methodology being used, procedure that specifies the system 
requirements, analysis of development technologies will help in gaining the advantages 
and knowledge about the implementation of the system. 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
5.1 Introduction 
System design is a complementary problem-solving technique to· system analysis 
that reassembles a system's component pieces back into a complete system. With 
requirements that been identifies in the chapter 4, it use to define the problem and find 
the solution. Then the system would be designed to transform the informal idea to 
detailed implementation description. Transformation user requirement into a working 
model can be used as guidance before developing the complete system. The design of 
this system would be carrying out in a few aspects, which are:- 
1. System Architecture 
2. System functionaJity Design 
3. Database Design 
4. User Interface Design 
5.2 System Architecture 
After doing some survey on the client/ server architecture, three-tier client/server 
architecture has been chosen for FSKTM e-community ystem. 
The frontier or the application tiers of the system con i t of all the nccc ary 
applications. In this layer, the main applicati n c mponent that appear to th user j tho 
IE 6.0 browser. This layer with provide the user intorfu c. Th pplication i, always 
reside within the web server, which i tho llS ).0 (Internet Information Server). 
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between ties tiers and the frontier depend on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) for 
the web pages transfer. The functionality tier consists of the components that are created 
to support the system such as searching for record and other configuration. These entire 
components require ASP.NET to perform the functions in the web servers. The IlS is in 
this tier will process the request from the client and produces the result in web pages 
format. The IIS will also process any data request of the user by linking to the database 
server, which contain in the bottom tier. The IIS wiJl do other extra additional activity 
during the data processing. 
The bottom tier is the data repository for the system. The data repository is built 
by the SQL database. It functions as the main database for the system. The components 
in the middle tier are connected with the SQL database in the bottom tier through the 
combination of the Structured Query Language (SQL) and Open Database Connectivity 
(ODBC). 
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IE 6 .0 Browser 
(I ffML, VO Script, Java Script) Jiron tier I Appli tion Tier 
Record Searching 
(ASP.NET, ILS 6.0) Middle/ Functionality Tier 
SQL IJon<>m Tlcr/ O.rn Repooil<J<Y 
Figure 5.1 Three- tier Client/Server Architecture 
5.3 Functional Design 
5.3.1 Structure Chart 
The structure chart show all the relation between modules in the KTM e- 
community. It used to identify the activitie that make up the y stern and to model the 
program structure. Structure chart is used t depict hi ih-lev I a strnotion of this pr [ect 
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and to describe the interaction between independent modules. Major functions from the 
initial components are then broken into detailed sub-components. 
For this project, the main system is divided into five major components, which are 
notice board; widen knowledge, complaint, forum and FAQs as shown as below: 
FSKTM E-COMMUNITY 
Notice Widen Complaint Forum 
Board Knowledge 
Add a notice Add Add Add Add 
Edit Edit Edit Edit Edit 
View 
View View View View 
Delete 
Delete 
Delete Delete Delete Reply 
Reply 
Figure 5.2: structure chart of FSKTM £-Community 
5.3.2 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD), which graphically characterize data processe and flow 
diagrams depict the broadest possible overview of the system input pr ce e , and 
outputs, which correspond to the data movement thr u th the y tom. 
Objectives of data flow diagram are: 
1. To how the data m vement between the y t nn and the en ir mncnt. 
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2. To graphically document the boundaries of the system. 
3. To provide a hierarchical functional breakdown of the system. 
4. To aid the communication. 
Advantages of data flow diagram are: 
1. Freedom from committing to the technical implementation of the system too 
early. 
2. Further understanding of the interrelatedness of system and subsystem. 
3. Communicating current system knowledge to users through data flow diagrams. 
4. Analysis of a proposed system to determine if the necessary data and processes 
have been defined. 
Below are the four basic symbols used in DFD, their names and meanings. 
Table 5. I: Basic Symbols Used in Data Flow Diagram 
Symbols Name Meaning 
D Entity External sources or destinations of data, which may be people, programs, organizations, or 
other entities interact with the system but are 
outside its boundary. 
Data store Here data ate stored or referenced by a process I I 
in the system. The data store may represent 
computerized or non-computerized devices. 
. Flow of data I ata 111 v • 111 a 'P --ific dir ·ct ion from an 
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origin to a destination in the form of document. 
letter, or virtually any other medium. 
EJ Process People, procedures, or devices that use or produce transform data. The physical 
component is not identified. 
FAQsreq 
Message 1D forun 
Add tne complain• 
User 
(lecturer/student/staff) information to widen knowledge board-- 
Notice to notice board 
User login reque~ 
I~ . . • Jl I~ 
,  r ,, ,  '. ' 
User profi 
Notice in notice board 0 
~!formation In widen knowledge boa ~ 
FSKTM E- 
Report of complain COMMUNITY 
Message in foru . . 
FAQ:: 
Figure 5.3: ontent Diagram of FSKTM li-Communtty 
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[ 031 notice_board 
i., ~ 't)~ 0 ~g c ,, 
2.0 
Notice Board 
~ 
notice 
I 
021 user_logln 
1.0 
Lo in user 
J 041 wlden_knowledge 
~ 
t ~t 
Ir 
3.0 
Widen 
Knowledge 
• 
06 forum 
5.0 
User 
14- -----knov.1 dge 
1------Wldon k ov.1odge page 
.------------mesaag 
1-------------Forumpag 
f 
4 O J Cornpla1nt ge FAQs 
~---·--~ • .._--~---=oompl~8!;spage·~------~ 
Complaint r -------· -'---'----------- 
Notice Board page 
05 complaint I 07 FAQs 
• 
g & a. 
~ 
It u, 
.t 6.0 j FAQs 
Figure 5.4: Level 0 Data Flow Diagram of FSKTM E-Community 
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Password UserName Password Password To 
Form end Email Email 
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Validate 
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Password & 
Category 
2 
Notice Board 
I 
Vl!!W/addl edit/ delete 
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Change 
Password 
Form 
Display Error 
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Yes 
' 2.0 Change Password 
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Page 
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knowledge 
I. Jlewladd/ ed1V delete I Vll!Wladd/ edit/ delete 
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V"iew/add/ edit/ delete 
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View/add/ edit/ dele 
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Figure 5.5: Level 1 Data Flow Diagram of Us zr login 
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~Postrequst Load Notice 
Board page 
__ 2.2 __ 
View request--. 
Display llst 
of notice 
Add, edit, delete request 
23 
r 8 c 2.3.1 8 
Add, edit& gJ "O 
.._Add request+ "O delete notice Display add gi Ill 
option notice form~ £ 'E 8 
l 'E (I) 8 a:: (I) a:: ( 2.3.2 
Read ootlon J-Edlt request 
Delete request 
1r 
' 2.3.3 I D3 J notlce_board 
2.3.5 Load edit J J 
Load delete 
page 
page 
, 
' 
2.3.4 
r 
2.3.6 Edit the 
select 
Delete the notice 
select notice 
" 
Figure5.6: level l Data How Diagram of Notice Board 
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5.4 Database Design 
Data storage is considered by some to be the heart of an information system. A database 
is a central source of data mean to be shared by many users for variety applications. The 
objectives of database design include efficient storage of data as well as efficient 
updating and retrieval. 
Data Dictionary 
Data Dictionary explains the items and fields of the database that used in this project. 
The fo11owing tables are some examples of data dictionary for sections of FSKTM e- 
community System. 
Symbol * * is used to represent the primary key of the table 
Symbol * is used to represent the foreign key 
Table 5.2: Database Structure of register user Table 
Field Name Description 
10 
"'* regis _ID 
Data Type Size 
Int 4 User unique for identification 
User's full name full_name Varchar 50 
User's age age Int 4 
Varchar 50 user name User's mat:rix~rnmber- 
password User's login password (characters or nvarchar 10 
inte er, no more that 8 charact rs) 
gender er Varchar 
- rend ·r (M Mal', F Female) 
or' .cupnt ion occupation 1------------1~--------- ~ Varchar 0 
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I varchar 1100 I User's em_a_il_a_d_dr_e_s_s ~ 
Table 5.3: Database Structure Of User _login Table 
I email 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**user ID Int 4 User unique for identification 
user Name Varchar 50 User login name 
password nvarchar 10 User password 
category Varchar 50 Category of user 
*regis_ID Int 4 User unique for identification 
Table 5.4: Database Structure of noticeboard table 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**notice 10 int 4 Number used to uniquely define every 
notice 
notice title Varchar 100 Notice that be announce 
author Varchar 50 Name of person who doing the 
announcement 
*user ID Int 4 User unique for identification 
create_ date Date 8 Date when the notice is inserted. 
Table 5.5: Database Structure of widen know/ table 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**knowl ID int 4 Number u scd to uniquely define every new 
----- knowl_c ntent Varchar 00 outcnt or the inf rmntion 
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author Varchar 50 Name of person who share the knowledge. 
create date Date 8 Date when the new is inserted 
Table5. 6: Database Structure for complaint table 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**complaint_ ID Int 4 Number used to uniquely define every 
complaint 
Complaint_ title Varchar 5000 Type of the complaint. 
post_Date Date 8 Date submit the complaint 
Table 5. 7: Database Structure of new _topic table 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**Subject_ID int 4 Number used to uniquely define every 
subject 
Subject Varchar 500 Generated by using SQL function 
*Categ_ID Int 4 Integer number used to match the key from 
the Forumcategory table to form the 
primary key for forum new Posting table 
Author Varchar 50 Name user t:o post the message 
Message Varchar 2000 Mes age context 
No_reply Int 4 Number to reply 
Post date Date 8 Dute when submit the post 
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Table 5.8: Database Structurefor topic _reply table 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**Reply_ID Varchar 50 Varchar used to uniquely define every 
reply 
*Subject_ID Int 4 Number used to uniquely define every 
subject 
Author Varchar 50 Name of person who reply the message 
Reply_msg Varchar 5000 Reply message context 
Reply_Date Date 8 Date when message is replied 
Table 5.9: Database Structure for FAQ_quest table 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**FAQ_ID Int 4 Number of question 
question Varchar 5000 Question that ask by user 
post_Date Date 8 Date when submit the question 
Table 5.10: Database Structure for FAQ_answer table 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**ans ID Int 4 Answer ID 
Answer Varchar 5000 Answer f the question. 
*FAQ ID lnt 4 Number of que lion 
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5.5 User Interface Design 
User interface design is concerned with the dialogue between a user and the 
computer. It is concerned with everything from starting the system or logging into the 
system to eventual presentation of desired outputs and inputs. 
Interface that was design much be user friendly. It is because users will no longer 
spend their time learning the function of each button or each item of the interface. A 
good interface will improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the usage of the system. 
Below are the interfaces of the FSKTM E-Cornmunity web based system. 
~. J 
Type in the 
usemame and 
password 
For forgot 
password 
Select the 
category. 
Register for 
new user. 
Figure 5.13: login page of FSKTM E-Communtty web page 
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Figure 5. I 4: Home page for r-SK1M £-Community wed page 
~ ;, ~ 1-· ~{-'" ~- e · .· ..i • \JI a 
{1t1o.+ .. ffJC;~Wlil~~~t\....,.,5tudl.l~.h.M 
- 
Q ..::...:.:. 1 FSKTM E-COMMUNITY ~~ .- 
f- 
Display the 
name and 
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P• ' llOll 'fJUIJit -l !lllJoil>' ,---~----... •=;*'(,.:.";.~ 
·-~.-, ........... r Display the 
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post date and 
usernarne 
•1 
Figure 5.15: Notice Board for J•:'lK1'M E-Connnuntty w ib pag, 
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FSKTM E-Community system has display the login for user to login (as showing 
in Figure 5.13). After user has successfu11y login, it will load to FSKTM E-Community 
home page (as showing in figure 5.14). Home page has a three main part which the first 
part is where the information is display, second part is the button and the third part is 
display the information of lecturer. When mouse is over the button, that button will 
showing some effect to Jet user easily identify the button that they over (as show in 
Figure 5.15). If user clicks on Notice Board, it will link to interface at Figure 5.15.This 
interface has three main parts, which are banner title, menu bar, picture, and place of 
display information. 
5.6 Expected Outcome 
FSKTM E-Community system is online community system. It allows all the 
resident of FSKTM can communicate together without bordered through internet. After 
the system was developed, it is expected to do the following:- 
• User-friendly interface that easily for users to use this system. 
• Users can utilize this system for multiple purposes. 
• Convenient for resident FSKTM to exchange idea, information, to hare 
personal problem or discuss certain issue. 
• Users can ask the question about the problem that they are Iacin ' and an wer 
other users' question. 
• Resulted a reliable web-based y tom aud with unnimum rrors during the 
sy tern running period. 
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5.7 Summary 
System design is the phase that transform user requirement into a working model that 
can be used as guidance before developing the complete system. The design of this 
system was carrying out in a few aspects, which are system architecture, system 
functionality Design, Database Design, and User Interface Design. It will help us 
develop the system easily, faster and in correct way. 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation and Development 
6.1 Introduction 
After system design phase determine the functionality of the system, the next 
process is implementation phase. System implementation and development is a process 
that converts the system requirements and designs into program codes. That mean design 
model of FSKTM E-Community system is transformed into reality in this phase. In 
order to achieve requirements for the system, the appropriate tools and language are 
needed to code the program. 
System implementation and development is started from determine the hardware 
and software that to be used. Development software tools would first be installed into 
the machine. Then, process of coding is started where it took most of time m 
development the system. Simultaneously, testing and debugging also is carried out. 
In this chapter, it will briefly describes process and techniques of transfer the system 
design into workable modules and programming code, and setting up the system in the 
same environment where it will be used. 
In this chapter, it will briefly describes process and technique of transfer the 
system design into workable modules and programming code, and setting up the sy tern 
in the same environment where it will be used. 
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6.2 System Implementation 
6.2.1 Implementation Environment 
Implementation environment has certain impact on development of the system. 
Developer must be very careful in choosing the tools that to be used in system. It is 
because using the suitable tools will help to speed up the system development. Besides, 
it also determines the success of the project. lf have any error or mistake in this phase, it 
will affect the performance of whole system. 
At the following part, it will briefly describe the hardware and software tools that 
used to development and documentation the system. 
6.2.1.1 Hardware Requirement 
The hardware configurations used for developing the system are: 
200 MHz Pentium Processor 
256MBRAM 
52x CD-ROM Drive 
6.00 GB Hard Disk Drive 
Others standard desktop PC accessories such as keyboard, mouse, 
monitor, network cards and so on. 
6.2.1.2 Software Tool Requirement 
During FSKTM EeCommunity system development, a va t array f software 
tools was used. Software tool for devel pment f F KTM ·- ommunity sy tern are 
briefly described in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of software tools for development FSKTM £-COMMUNITY 
system 
Software Purpose Description 
Microsoft Windows XP Development Operating System (OS) 
Professional Environment System 
Requirement 
Microsoft Visual System Development Development tools for coding the 
Studio .NET Framework web pages 
Microsoft SQL server Database Design Database design, construction and 
2000 implementation for data storage 
and manipulation 
Microsoft Internet Web Server Web Server Host 
Information Service 
ASP.NET System Development Programming language to coding 
web pages 
VB.NET System Development Programming language to coding 
web pages 
SwishMax Interface Design Create animation in the banner 
Adobe Photoshop 7.0 Interface Design Interface ima ies 
Macromedia Dreamweaver User Interface e 'I 111 D ·si nin , the header of web 
MX pa ", b111to11 ere uin ) 
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Internet Explore 6.0 System Development Web Browser for viewing the web 
pages 
Microsoft Word 2003 Documentation Design and writing report 
documentation 
Operating System 
Microsoft Windows XP Professional was the platform or operating system that 
chosen for develops FSKTM E-Community system. It is because performance of 
windows XP as well as the reliability of the operating system architecture, user friendly 
and good graphic presentation of interface. These features make windows XP become an 
ideal operating system in future. 
Internet Information Server (US) 
Create a virtual directory 
Microsoft Internet Information Service (IIS) was the web server for develop 
FSKTM E-Community system. ITS is a built-in the Microsoft windows XP. It is 
transmits information by using Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). HS is tightly 
integrated with the windows XP professional in a number of ways. This resulting web 
page serving become faster. IIS is very efficient and simple to use. The additional 
functions of this web server make the progress of development for thi project faster. All 
users can access the application throu rh .... h_t .Y ................................. ......,... 
of create of a virtual directory. 
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1. Click Start; control Panel, Administrative Tools, and Internet Information 
Service. 
2. Under the Internet Service Manager, right click m 'Default Web Site'. Under 
'New', choose 'Virtual Directory' 
Internet Irlormation Services 
1-J .0 FUNSSILING (locel CXJ!l'4"blf) 
h CJ Web Sl'es 
•=u==• 
fol 
c:\wi'>dows\help\ls~ 
C:\lnetpub\_.oot\.-busness 
C:\WDIDOWS\web\tsweb 
C:\WlllDOWS\web\pttnters 
C:\Donrnorb and Setfrogs\user\My ... 
C:\lnetpub\_.oot\<H:OIMV.Jl1ty 
Ct\Pro~om Fllos\Mlaoso~ 'llsuol Stu .•. 
Rename 
Refresh 
Export List ... 
Properties 
Help 
l!'J 
create rew Web Vltual llr«tory 
Figure 6.1 Create of Virtual Directory 
- Cl 
1.,. J 
[>l 
3. Provide the name alias (name) for the new virtual directory. This name will be 
used to access the content in the virtual directory from a Wed browser. For this 
example, use the name e-business. Click Next. 
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~ 'f(J htf.(1>1 n.et hlfonu dtun S I vi<.'!\ 
1~ 
Action View -----------------...;;;;...-... 
lt__:!_ · Vhtual Dlrecto1y Creation W;;;;;;-- 
V"•t""'I Dilectory Alias 
You m.asl give \re vi1lual dreclo1y • oro\ name, 01 oliaa, for quick refeience, 
. <I 
'• 
Type lhe alias }'CU want \o U"l to goin eec ... to \lio Web villual d•ftCtory Use \he 
tame "°"*"l converon lhal }'CU wo.Ad for naming • circctD<y. 
'• 
,. 
• ·:.:;.o 
_<Jl•ck I !:!•Kt> Dn:tilj 
,,, I> l < l " 
Figure 6.2 Enter Alias to Access Virtual Directory 
4. Enter path to the directory in the file system where you'd like to keep the content 
for the virtual directory. This can be an existing folder or you've already created 
the new folder for the content, you can use the browse button to find the folder 
that provides a name to access the path contain the content. The content to 
publish is located in C drive, named C:\Inetpub\wwwroot\e-community. Click 
Next. 
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'Web Sile Content DireciOlf 
Where is the content you wont to J)lillish on the 'WtJo site? 
Er1:or the pott, to the direct01y thot C<Jntans the conlerl.. 
~ildC>"y: 
~ ... J 
+I 
+I 
•J 
+I 
:tJ 
+I 
• ·::& 
<J [>li 
I Creaui ,_ Wob Vl'tuol Olrectory 
Figure 6.3Enter Path of Directory 
5. Specify the access permissions for this virtual directory. In order to maintain 
security,just leave the default settings, whereby 'Read' and 'Run scripts (such as 
ASP)' are clicked. If this virtual directory is accessed only by the developer of 
the system or by a trusted source, then click on the rest of the options, depending 
on which is applicable. 
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II 
Acceu Pewlllissians 
\I/hot llCCCSS peiminiom do you wont lo iet for thit virtual dleclo1~? 
Nol(> 
A""' lho following: 
w Read 
R"' scripts (tueh "'ASP) 
r Exewte(wchMISAPI ~otCGI) 
rwri\e 
r era .. •• 
C1ict. NeJ1l to "°'"""'le the ooizMd. 
Create new Web 'lttuol Directory 
Figure 6.4 Set Access Permissions 
6. Click on 'Finish' once every detail is confirmed. 
Create Database 
Microsoft SQL server 2000 was the database server that was chosen in FSKTM 
E-Community development It is used for database design, construction and 
implementation for data storage and manipulation. SQL server 2000 is suitable to 
develop FSKTM E-COMMUNITY system because storage of this database is bigger. 
Besides, SQL server 2000 has many functions that can use in develop FSKTM 
Community system, such as auto-grow features, new storage engine, full-text index table, 
and so on. 
After the database server wa installed, a new database was created. Microsoft 
SQL Server 2000 Enterprise Manager will be used to store the now databaso in this 
system. F r thi pr ject, the "hared dutaba o i nnm ed e- ·ommunity. The step to create 
new databa c will be showed below: 
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1. open the Enterprise Manager, expend 'Microsoft SQL Seiver' , next expand 
'SQL Seiver Group 'and expend the '(Local)(Windows NT)' 
2. right click on the 'Databases' then choose 'New Database' 
3. Type in the database name, for this system e-community is the name of the 
database. 
4. Then click 'OK' button. 
5. Then expend inside the 'new created database', right click on 'Users' to create 
'New Database User'. 
6. Enter the Login Name and User Name and then assign the Database Role 
membership for the user created. 
Accessing Databases Programmatically 
Before you can open the database connection, you need to set the application at 
System Configuration which contains classes for working with configuration files (Web 
Config files). You need to set the name of database connection, seiver name, and name 
of database, userID and password like the example below. 
<appSettings> 
<add key="DBConnection" value="server=FUNSSILING;datab s • - 
cornmunity;uid=sa;pwd=" /> 
<add key="versionNurnber" value="e-community P ototyp v sion 0.2 
(Build 190904)" /> 
</appSettings> 
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Web Application Development Tools 
Microsoft Visua1 Studio .NET Framework war the main development t ol that 
used in development of FSKTM E-Community system. Any text editor in Micro oft 
Visual Studio .NET can use to create ASP.NET code in web form. rt provide a nice 
highlight, wizards, and also helps files. Besides Microsoft Visual tudio .NET 
Framework, Microsoft Dreamweaver and SwishMax also used in develop FSKTM E- 
Community system. 
Program Coding 
Active Server Page .N T (ASP.N T) wa the web programming code that 
chosen for develop FSKTM -Community sy tern. A P.N T i almo t a efficient as 
writing code directly to the server' application pr gram interface. It is nm a a erver 
and can take advantages or rnultithreaded architecture . er interface creati n such a 
form, table also used the ASP.N T. 
Besides ASP.NET, VB.NET was also u ed to script the erver ide scripting and 
client side scripting 
Graphic reation 
Adobe Photo h p 7 .0, wi hMax, ream Wear MX wa u ed in de el ps 
FSKTM - omrnunity st nn. Ado • Photo. hop wns u ed to create ima res. 
DreamWearer MX i user t create Ila h butt n and wi hMn · 11 ·d to ·r•nt · iniuuui 11 
in the banner. 
Brow er 
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Internet Explorer as web browser is used to view the web page . That mean it 
used for information about existing similar system and s urce codes reference . Internet 
browser need to preview the actual size of design and also run the application. 
6.3 System Development 
6.3.1 Changes of Database 
During create a database, a few changes of the database table i done during 
design phase. This change is done to make the ystem become more effective. Below i 
the outcome of the database table after change: 
Symbol "'* is used to represent the primary key of the table 
Symbol "' is used to represent the foreign key 
Table 6.2 Database tructure of regis user Table 
Field Name Data Type Size 
"""User ID varchar 50 
full name Varchar 50 
age Jnt 4 
password nvarchar 10 
Varchar 
Var har 
ender 
CCllJ) () 
De cription 
U er name (character between 6-10) 
U er' full name 
pa isw rd character· r 
inte >er, no mor :> thnt 8 chara ·t irs 
Re-enter a rain pas sw rd(cham ·t .rs or 
int ·r that b h • •n -10 ·hnra ·t ·rn 
11d • M M 11 • I· J1 111 11 
· ·11p11tion 
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[email I nvarchar 100 J User's email address 
Table 6.3 Database Structure of notice board table 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**notice {D bigint 8 Number used to uniquely define e ery 
notice 
notice title Varchar 100 Notice Title that be announce - 
Desc notice Varchar 8000 Description of the notice 
*user ID varchar 50 User name (characters between 6-1 O) 
create_ date Date 8 ate when the notice i in erted. 
occup Varchar 50 U er's ccupation 
Table 6.4 1 atabase Stru lure of widen know/ table 
Field Name Description Data Type Size 
**knowl ID bigint 8 Number used t uniquely define every new 
Know title Title of the knowledge Varchar 5000 
"user ID 
Know content Varchar 8000 
var char 50 er name (character 
create date 
Table .5 I atabm~ru uure oft '! ' iomplatnt Table 
ate 8 ate when the new i · in setted 
**TC ID 'I h · par.uu ·t r fr 1 pres ·nt th Varchar 
Type complaint Var char 
0 
100 
' mpluint 
Nam' of th ·4 mpl lint 
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Table 6.6 Database tructure for complain/ table 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**compl_ID bigint 8 Number used to uniquely define e ery 
complaint 
Complaint Varchar 8000 Type of the complaint. 
Post_Date Date 8 Date submit the complaint 
*user ID varchar 50 User name (characters between 6-10) 
To_user varchar 50 The name of the staff 
suggestion varchar 500 Suggest to solve the pr blcm 
*TC ID Varchar 50 The parameter to reprc ent the type - 
complaint 
Table 6.7 Database Structure of new topic table 
Field Name Description 
8 
Da ta Type Size 
Number used to uniquely define e ery **Subject_ro bigint 8 
ubject 
Subject functi n Varchar 500 
*Categ_ID Integer number u ed to match the kc fr m bigint 
Auth r Var har 
Messa re Var .har 
the I· rum_catc 1 ry tabl ~ t f r111 th· 
prunar k f r forum n v Po, tin ' tat I• 
Name us r le po,'t th ' mcssn • 
M ·s.'ne ·c 111 x t 
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No_reply bigint 4 Number to reply 
Post date Date 8 Date when submit the po t 
-- 
Table 6.8 Database Structure of category forum 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**category Varchar 100 Category forum 
Post date Date 8 Date when submit the post 
"user ID varchar 50 User name (characters between 6-10) 
Table 6.9 Databas e tructure of thread table 
Field Name Data Type ize Description 
**thread ID Bigint 8 Number u ed to uniquely d fine every 
ubject 
Thread Varchar 500 Write the title of thread 
Last_post Date 8 Date when the thread i p st 
"User fD Varchar 50 Name of person who p st the thread 
*category Varchar JOO ate ory forum 
Table 6.10 Database .. tructurefor repl table 
Field Name Data Type ize De cription 
uReply_lD Varchar 0 Varchar u ed to unique I define c er 
r .pl 
*thread I bi 1lnl 8 Nuntl ·r us ·d In 11111()11 
subj · -1 
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*User ID Varchar 50 Name of person who reply the me sag 
- -- Reply Varchar 5000 Reply message context 
Last_post Date 8 Date when mes age i replied 
Table 6.11 Database Structurefor faqs table 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
**Faq_ID bigint 8 Number of question 
question Varchar 5000 Que tion that ask by user 
post_Date Date 8 Date when submit the que ti n 
*user ID varchar 50 Name of the u er post the que lion 
Table 6.12 Database Structure or a s ans table .f< fl q 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
-- ---- **ans LO bigint 8 An wer ID 
Answer Varchar 5000 An wer f the quc tion. 
*Faq_ID bigint 8 Number f que tion 
post_Date Date 8 Date when submit the an wer 
Post_by Char 50 Name f ll er a11 'WCf th quest 
6.3.2 oding 
Proce f c ding t k mo t tun · in du I p th· l·S TM E- onuuuuit s st m. 
It i a pr ce that tran lates stern r .quir m ·nt and cksii111 int< 1 n r 11n111inl 1 in 
That m an it tmuslatc: th' d .si 11 r iprcs 'nt uion intt a ru rchin i-r i I ibl · form. 
Mier oft Vis uni tudio .NFI Frnmcv or was us id It 'r •ate nil nH dul ·:-; in F"' TM b· 
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Community system. Every algorithm that is designed during designing i tran f rm d 
into line of codes in process of coding. 
6.3.2.1 Coding Methodology 
During development FSKTM E-Community system, coding methodology that 
was used is top-down approach and bottom-up approach. Mostly, top-down approach ar 
used in develop FSKTM E-Community system. 
Top-down Approach 
Top-down approach is a design method in which the module to be ace mpli hed 
is broken down into sub module and each ub m dule i the further dee mp ed int 
smaller sub modules and so forth. This approach i a good way f c 11 tructin , a 
program eventually the ub program i mall enough that can be written in function . • r 
this approach, it will ensure the important module will be developed and te ted fir t. 
By using this approach, FSKTM E-Community sy tern i divided into everal 
main modules, which are Home, Notice Board, Widen Kn wledge, mplaint, rum 
and FAQ, Logout. Some of the e module , uch a F KTM nn 
Search, and Questions and An wers divided again int ub m dule . r e: ampl · , 
Login module divided into a few ub rn dule which are N rmal ser M derntor and 
Administrator. ach f ub 111 dulcs di ided again int 'mailer ub m 
Nonna! User have pr file, ubmit thesi and upload thesis fun ·tion:. 
Bottom-up Approach 
B tt m-up Appr ach is n cl si n 111 th d th 1t stuuin v uh 'l di11~ th· low ·r 
m dulc bcf r· hi zh ·r m doles is .oustru ·t d. I Ii h 'r nH dul .' in I• ' TM 1~- 
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Community system are Home, Normal User, Moderator and Administrat r. When a h 
of the modules and sub modules under the Lower module i coding, Higher modul 
will be create to link each of the modules together. 
Checking Login User 
Coding to check the user either already registers as a member. The code will 
check the user through username and password. If the username and pas word are not 
recorded in the database, error message will display and if the username and pa sw rd 
have in the database. Then, system will allow the u er go t home page. Bel w i the 
coding to check the login user: 
ff ds.Tables("rebris_user").Row . ount = 0 Then 
lbllogin.Text ="Invalid U er" 
lse 
Session("sesName") = ds.Tables("regi _u er").R ws(O).ltem("full_Name") 
Session(" esUfD") =<ls.Table ("regi _u cr").Row (O).Itcm("u er_l ") 
Session("sesoccup") = d .Tablesr'regi _user").Row (0).Item(" ccup") 
Response. Redirect(" home .aspx ") 
End If 
End ff 
Figure 6.5: ontrol user lo in 
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Adding Data 
Coding to insert the data into database is show in figure6.6 below and function to 
generate new ID for new data is show in figure6.7 
m If I 
Private Sub btnSubmit_Click(ByVal sender As Syst m.Object, ByVal e As 
System.Web.UI.ImageClickEventArgs) Handles btnSubmit.Click 
If txtTitle.Text =""Then 
lblMsg.Text ="Please enter a title" 
Exit Sub 
End If 
If txtDesc.Text =""Then 
lblMsg.Text ="Please enter the d scrip ion" 
Exit Sub 
End If 
Dim strins rt As String 
Dim cmdNotice As SqlCommand 
Dim ds As Dataset 
strins rt• "insert into not"ce_bo rd(no ic _ID, notic titl , 
desc notice, create date,occup, user 1D) valu s (@no ic- ID - - - - , @notice_title, @desc_notice, @create_date, @occup,@us r ID)" 
cmdNotice ~New SqlCornmand(strins rL, MyConn ctTon) 
cmdNotice.Parameters.Add(New SqlParame e ("@notic _ID", 
SqlDbType.Bigint, 8)) 
cmdNotice.Parameters("@notice_ID") .Value= gener teID() 
cmdNotice.Parameters.Add(New SqlP ram ("@no ic titl " I 
SqlDbType.VarChar, 5000)) 
cmdNotic .Pr mt rs("@notic till ") .Valu x T" l .T x 
cmdNotice.Param ters.Add(N w S 1 mt r("@d sc_no 'l.c ", 
SqlDbType.VarChar, 8000)) 
cmdNotice.Parameters("@d sc_notic ") .v lu 
cmdNotice.P r meters.1\dd("@occup", SqlDbTy 
50) .Value= s ss i on C'e soccu ") 
cmdNotice.P met rs.Add(N w SqlP 
SqlDbType.Da Tim, 8)) 
cmdNoUc . P rn 
Da Tim .Now.ToSLring 
crndNotice.P rm r .Ad ("@u r._r ", · l 'l'y 1.v,1Ch 1, 
50) .Valu • s ion(" EN m ") 
r• ("@er L 
u l y () 
wNo l vo . , x ") 
End Sub 
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Figure 6.6: coding add data into database 
End Function 
Function generateID() 
Dim newID As Integer 
Dim idCommand As SqlCommand =New SqlCommand("SELECT top 1 
Notice ID FROM notice_board ORDER BY notice ID DESC", MyConnection) 
Dim dr As SqlDataReader 
MyConnection.Open() 
dr =idCornmand.ExecuteReader(CommandBehavior.CloseConnec ion) 
ctr.Read() 
If dr.HasRows Then 
newID = dr.GetValue(O) + 1 
Else 
newID = "10000001" 
End If 
ctr.Clos () 
Return newID 
Ftgureti. 7: function generate 11 
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Edit data 
If Not Page.IsPostBack Then 
Dim myCornmand As SqlCornmand =New SqlCornmand("SELECT *FROM 
notice board WHERE notice_ID =" & equest.QueryS ring("stridpass"), 
MyConnection) 
Dim dr As SqlDataReader 
MyConnection.Open() 
ctr myCornmand.ExecuteReader(CorrunandBehav·o .Clos Connection) 
cir.Read() 
txtTitle.Text = dr.GetValu (1) 
txtDatein.Text = dr.GetValue(2) 
txtDesc.Text = dr.G tValue(3) 
txtBy.Text a cir.Ge Value(4) 
ctr.Close() 
End I 
Private Sub btnChange_Click(ByVal sender As Syst m.Object, ByVal e As 
System.Web.UI.ImageClickEventArgs) H ndl s b nCh ng .Cl 'ck 
Dim strUpdale As S ring 
Dim cmdUpd L As SqlComm nd 
strUpdate - "updat notice_bo rd set 
notic title=@notice title,desc notice•@d sc notic ,c d L @d 
n where notice ID•@notice ID" - - 
cmdUpdat •New SqlCommand(strUpdate, MyConnec ion) 
cmdUpdate.Parameters.Add(New SqlParameter("@notic Li 1 ", 
SqlDbType.VarChar, 5000)) 
cmdUpdate.Par meters("@no ice_titl ") .v lu .. x Ti J .T x 
rs.Ad (N w SqlP ramet ( "@d c no le " - 
s ( "@ sc_no ic GC.T x 
s.Add(N w SqlP 
Tn") .V tin 
r• .A s p I l "I 
ic "). v l u - 
cmdUpda .P met 
SqlDbType.VarChar, 8000)) 
cmdUpd t .Pa amt 
cmdUpda .Pram 
SqlDbType.Dat Tim, 8)) 
cmdUpdate.Parame 
cmdUpd .P 
SqlDbTyp .Bigin, 8)) 
cmdUpdate.Pa 
Requ sL.Qu ryS 
End 
llt l y ( l 
wNo v . 1 x") 
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Figure 6. 8 edits the data 
View the data 
Figure6.9: ioding view data 
Private Sub Page Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load 
'Put user code to initialize the page h re 
Dim ds As Dataset 
Dim MyConnection As SqlConnection 
Dim cmdview As SqlDataAdapter 
'select information from table 
Dim strselect As String= "SELECT* FROM widen_know ORDER BY know ID 
DESC" 
MyConnection =New 
SqlConnection(System.Configuration.Configu a ions t•ngs.AppSet ings(" 
DBConn ction") ) 
cmdview =New SqlDataAdapte (s rs lecl, MyConn c ·on) 
ds =New Dataset 
cmdview.Fill (ds, "wid n_know") 
'bind datagr·d 
dgViewWideKnow.D Sourc •ds.Tabl s("widen_know") .D faultView 
dgViewWideKnow.DataBind() 
End Sub 
Delete Data 
Private Sub dgDelWidc Know_DeleteCommand(ByV 1 sourc 
e As System.Web.UI.W bControls.D aG ·dcomm ndEv n A 
dgDelW'deKnow.D le eCommand 
strID Cint(e.I em.Cells(O) .Tex 
l\s Obj c , 
gs) H ndl s 
yVal 
Dim strd l As String 
Dim cmdd l As SqlCommand 
8 d l "d l l i om wi n_lmow WllERE know l • know 1 •• 
cmdd l - New SqlComm nd(strd l, MyConn c ion) 
cmddel.Paramet rs.Add(N w 1 ml (" know ID", 
SqlDbTyp .a·grn, 8)) 
cmd 1 . · (" know 1 ") • V I u t t' 11 
l y () 
wW n now 1 . 1 • x 11 ) 
MyConn 
End Su 
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Figure6. /0: coding delete data 
6.4 Interface 
Interfaces were developed into two types. The fir t type interface i a common 
interface as show in figure 6.1 and the second type interface were devel ped ii r each 
module to allow users integrate with the system. Each interface that wa de ign alm t 
the same and divided into three parts, which are header, c ntent and f oter a 
figure 6.2. Besides, each of the interfaces for each module ha diffi rent c I ur to make 
the user easily differential the module (refer figure 6. ). 
serName 
Pa sw rd 
ogm 
or 1 t Pas sword 
Figur '6.11: interfa e in 011 t part 
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Header 
l!·<. <nuu1tt1Nty Nii.._ u.a.l. tllkh01•0.:. ,.~n,n»1ulty tf i• " "•'• <Mu1n .. t••i&. 
nntl (htf , .... ,'«: ,,ance thM Uilftlll to C)(H•iJl.)IK• Y~( ........ *)'th, ... ....,.. •••• 
e'AOlff) of peopa. ""'""' C('01if\l0U •"\I .. , M\d C(lol'n'Kta'>n tbM ft)\1ht•<te.. .... ,. ... ~ ........ 
llU('t C:(\IUU,llU'1C:fttto1• t«..bu.:.~~ •• ti.~ d-.ly ••t'!J "<b<"•• ...... t ,,...,, •< "'~ I '"'' ::~· ::.":::::~. ?t~·~-:o ot ~';=.~~.~*:.-~: r.;:.~-=--~r::: :.".·::~::: ~:.'!.: .. ·~~,.ai1•;.;:.;.' ~----...;_ __ 
COU•UU1t11fle'9COO ... IU~)·:f()tO ~ut.eh•(•u u....-11 ... l)()Mdill nu ....... o 
... *"-""llf•'••uw. t.hal tOl.)tll#. ul 10tnnlW AM ot lh.eo:t.e ou ...... _. .... ..a;,w u ... 1uh,...• 
10 <t?t.:liA••.., •''*·'"' '""'""" lotn"" "'"" ,.,.,,., ... ,, • .,..,"' ••~•tu.I lo l..ovw 
11d1othu bdt 
.onrent 
Figureti. l 2: interface that divide into three parts at each page 
6.5 Summary 
This chapter explained several program design is ue uch a pr gramming 
standards and procedures. Proper and judicious use of the e will impr ve the quality f 
the software being developed. 
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Chapter 7: Testing of Program 
7.1 Introduction 
Before the system was released to the customer, many types of te ting had been 
done to ensure that the final system performs as what it should be. There are a few 
modules in FSKTM E-ECOMMUNlTY system. ach module is coded and tested 
separately. After these modules have been tested, it was integrated and tested in a whole 
system. The tester of the system is not the system designer. They have re p n ibility to 
ensure each module is running smoothly and each function i performed perfectly. 
Through the testing, it is to make sure whether the interface i self-explanat ry r 
not, or whether the tester know what hould be the step taken t run the y tern. 
Improvement was carrying out when tester felt messy and complicated while te ting ut 
the system. 
The Objectives of the testing are:- 
• Testing is a process of program e ecuti n with explicit intent t find 
error and run-time pr gram bugs. 
• An effective te t ca e i one which contain unexpect d te tin ' r c rd 
set with hi zh pr bability of detectin 1 undi c er d err r durin 1 th 
program design and development pha ses. 
• succe ful te t i al n t ne which unc rs ul Io 
it i constant I pr id · n w chull n · · tr it. pro r unui 1. 
r time. 
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There are five testing strategies were conducted for F KTM - sy tern, which are:- 
• Unit Testing 
• Module Testing 
• Interface Testing 
• Integration Testing 
• System Testing 
7.2 Unit Testing 
Unit testing is a small unit testing that aims at the verification of the rnalle t unit 
within a program. This testing i done on individual c mp neut f the y tern t en ure 
that they operate correctly. Each function is tested independently, without other y tern 
components or before the entire application wa tested. White b x and black b x 
approach was used to carry out unit testing. 
7.2.1 White Box 
White-box testing al o called as gla -b re ting. It i a te tin ' that u c the 
control structure and implementati n f the procedural d i 111 to deri test ca • . T" t 
are conducted to ensure that the internal perati n are perf rm ·d ace rdin , t it, 
specifications and all internal c mp nen have b n adequat I ed. 
U ing white-b test in' m thod , pr ramm ·r' ur • nbl d ·ri thnt:« 
• uarantce that nil ind ·nd nu path~ within 1 nu dul hu c b • ·11 
• erci .d at I '< st n · • 
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• Exercise all logical decision on their true and false side 
• Execute all loops at their boundaries and within their operational b und 
• Exercise internal data structures to ensure their validity 
7.2.1.1 Segment Coverage Testing 
This type of testing is rechecked the every segment of the code in FSK TM - 
COMMUNITY system to ensure that all of coding are supposed to be executed at lea t 
once. 
For example, system wants to retrieve record of notice from database depending 
on the selection of the notice by in list of notices record. e tin , wa done t ee 
whether system was retrieving the correct record fr m database. The best way is to 
debug the flow of the codes. When debugging, yellow line will be pa se line f c de. 
If the cursor is bringing near the yellow line, value of the code would be h wn in mall 
yellow box. If the value that was showing i correct, that mean the c de are 
performing and running well. 
7.2.1.2 Compound ondition overage 
Codes that have been writin 1 have multipl c ndition · e r p ''ible 
combination conditions were te ted. " r e rample, th r ar multiple · nditic n · i11 th· 
login function that h w in the c d 11t r th ir 01-1 1 n un md 
pa w rd, y tern will authcnticat th ir id ·ntiti '' b 
enter the inc rrc t us ernnmc and p issv rd, "In ulid 
Int lb . Ir II, •r 
' \ ill be dis1 It . 
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Otherwise, system will check whether the username, password and the occupari n 1 
same in the database for link to the home page. 
To check for a certain value that retrieves from database, 'Watch' function has 
been use. It will display certain value when the code is highlighted and run line of code 
according to the value. 
'Incorrect username and password 
If ds.Tables("regis_user").Rows.Count = 0 Then 
lbllogin.Text = "Invalid User" 
Else 
Session("sesName") = ds.Tables("regis_user").Row (O).ltem "full_Name") 
Session("sesUID") = ds.Table ("regi _user" .Row (O).Item("u er_l ") 
Session("sesoccup") = ds.Tables("regis_user").Row (O).Jtem("occup") 
Response.Redirect("home.aspx") 
End If 
End If 
7.2.1.3 Data Flow Testing 
This type of te ting reflect dependencie which are mainly cau •d 
sequences of data manipulati n . ' r example, u er add the questi n to th tern. 
Question that has been added by the u er will e h w ut in th· i w qu .sti n list uid 
dit and elete que tion funct i n refer f ur 7. l , fi iur •7. and f ur 7 .. . 
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By 
Figure]. I: User add a question at uggest a ,'AQs fan lion 
L• l .. J ; / ,....m r!MltM ...,. .-,, 
~·!tttt111l~-"' .......... "~1 ..... 
Welcome, Ling Hung Ping 
1J11 lhWl P101t 
~ :oo< 11.!UtJJ PM 
i.....,m" r,.,, 
N .t1111• HI IHI I' I 
.... m .. "" 
I ~1 lOO' IU I~ 00 PM 
kl butlu 
I l9t00' 10 ~)t).l \' 
/~igure7.2: Question that have b ~'II add was showed in i ·~ nuestkn: ltst 
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·E<blQlitBllOU• 
Figure7.3: Edit the question at Edit question function 
• l)(IHo• l"AQ • 
'• Wk.at .,11 ... ~ Mid ,...., u ... .,.,_,, 
IJl.-ll tiyw to likl!llf't tf• ~ .. w 1-YM J.,,.. .. '11 H'•"'"' 
QuU Ml~ I Mt'd, dO _, ttit ....,, POf"~t 
Figure'Z.«: d, lete th 1 question at I 
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7.2.2 Black Box 
Black-box testing also called as behavioral testing. It inv Ive tc ting f 
functions of a module without knowing the logic structure of the code. Lnput wa 
provided and output was verified manually to check for accuracy. 
Black-box testing attempts to find errors in the following categorie : 
• Incorrect or missing functions 
• Interface errors 
• Errors in data structures or external databa e acce 
• Performance errors 
• Initialization and termination error 
7.2.2. l Input analysis 
In this testing, some mistakes were makes byte ter in the web form t ee how 
the system will react and determine whether the y tern will prompt the te ter with the 
appropriate error message. For example, tester was not filling the title r de cription 
notice as show in figure? .5. 
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• i\dd """". 
~- 
~ l1t >ec t t./1 • ~.fuli UI t tillll It 
Figure7.5 Error message was display when user was not fillin the title fl std or 
description field. 
7.3 Module Testing 
A module is a collection of dependent components uch a an bject cla an 
abstract data type or some looser collection f procedures and functi n . en sure that 
the module was run correctly after inte irati n f unit r f uncti n , a te tin 1 wa carry 
out which are Module testing. 
' 
he objective f this te ting i t te t the int rfacin and int ration b tw • u th 
te ted units that f rm the m dul • and t tc t the int ration b ·twc 11 th m lul ·N th 1t 
form the y rem. The m dul nr · t 'I d with , om· 10111111 d it 1. 11 in 
unit te tin' i d nc t h ck on th· sp · ·ifi d unit or fun ·tit u ( l'th ·pro •nm. 'I h u, th ·s 
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units are integrated until no error occurs on the integration module. As an example, u r 
add the question in the system (refer Figure? .1 ). After successful add the question, it will 
link to the display page to showing that question have been add (refer Figure7.2). 
7.4 Interface Testing 
Interface testing is a testing that use to detect faults which may have been 
introduces into the system because of interface errors or invalid a umpti n about 
interfaces. This testing was take place when modules or ub- y tern are integrated t 
create larger systems. 
To prevent the error occur because of the interface, the int rfacc that wa de ign 
should be user-friendly and not misleading. It is crucial to en ure the user under tand 
what they are doing and what is the expected outcome. Description of the functi n or 
guideline was given in the system. Be ide , error me age that wa h wing much be 
clear and straight to point. 
7.5 Integration Testing 
After the module te tin', all m dulc that were ev I ped iparntel w r 
combined to form a complete y tern. lnte rrati n t • tin , i,' 
linking and dynamic rclati n hip ta Ii shments b tw • n m xlul ·s 
and between ub m dulcs ' ntniu d in all indi idunl in dulc . 
c ut tc nsur ilid 
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The approaches that have been used in this testing are the Top-Down Inte rati n 
approach. That means highest level of the main module wa tested fir t and then 
followed by the sub-modules. Every link to all modules and sub-modules wa tested. 
Besides, all the components are tested again after integration. White box and black box 
was repeated and every output was verified again. The flow of information between 
modules was validates for accuracy and completeness. 
7.6 System Testing 
System testing was the final test that was carried out to the y tern. It include a 
series of different tests who e primary purp e i to folly exerci e the wh le sy tem t 
uncover its limitation and to measure its capabilities. Thi test includes the te tin 1 on the 
performance, reliability, accuracy and others criteria. Be ides, it i al c ncemed with 
validating that the system meets its functional and non-functional requirements. e ter 
that were involved in this type of the testing are not the y tern dcvel er. They acce d 
the system to determine its ability to uit the current office envir nment. ach u er wa 
assigned to different modules t te t and the err r that wa c urrinu wa j tted d wn 
for further correction. 
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7.7 Summary 
Tested and debugged has been done effectively to the system to en ure that th 
system was developed according to its specification and every function implemented in 
a program works correctly. However, there is no foolproof testing method that will 
ensure that programs are free of errors. Although, the result of the variou tests were 
taken into account and changes were done where needed. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Environment 
8.1 Introduction 
After the testing of the FSKTM E-COMMUNlTY system, conclusion and future 
environment has been carried out to the end product of the project. This is a proces of 
evaluating the system that has been developed by identifying the problems encountered, 
system strengths and system limitations. Besides, it also highlights future enhancement 
of the system. They were many evaluation technique that u ed t evaluate the final 
system. The following section will explain in detail ab ut the c nclu ion and future 
environment. 
8.2 System Strength 
8.2.1 Attractive and Easy-to-User Interface 
The graphic interface design of the ystem wa designed to let the u r feel 
comfortable and easy-to-use. The Ul en ured u er friendline . Menu bar and butt n 
that are provided in the system are easily for u er link t the page that th y int ere. t ed. 
8.2.2 Wide-Acces ibility 
F KTM - MMUNITY y tcm i an nline y tem. That m an us r ian 
always access the y tem at an place r an wher • in th ' Id as I u as th· nm 
acces internet. In ther w rd u er ju t n cd hn Int iru ·t E, pl r ·r 4.0 
basic t ol on the P t a c ·ss ours stem, 
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8.2.3 High Integrated Modules 
All modules in the FSKTM E-COMMUN[TY system are highly integrated. That 
mean data changes and updates in anyone of the module can be detected and copied to 
other linked modules. 
Besides, buttons that pressed by the users, such as submit button can be link t 
other page by bring along the information to display at others page. This will cause data 
entry and management time to be reduced. 
8.2.4 Coding Reusability 
All the functions that are written in the SKTM - OMMUNlTY sy tern are in 
VB.net file. It can easily reuse and understand by developers. eside , header and f tcr 
page that are written in .ascx file can be easily add in the any web page. 
8.2.5 Reliability and Accuracy 
Interface design on the whole FSKTM MMUNITY y tem i 
which are consists of header, menu bar, information part and f oter. Thu , u er will feel 
comfortable with our system interface. Besides, ur y tern al pr vided err r me age 
to the users for any errors that made by them. F r example, u er mu t fill the title r 
description before can submit the information. ut u er ju t fill the titl . Me sa , will 
be display to let user know that they al need to 111 dcscripti 11. 
8.2.6 Easy Management and Maintenanc 
KTM _ MM NlTY ystem allow' th' 11 ·crs to man' and m iiutuin th 
y tern ca ily thr u rh ll ser-fri ndl raphi ·al int rfa . s •r mn • 1. il Hid, d I t -, 
update and view data in th· dnt ibas · just pr'. s l on th 1 ·l 11 ·d button. Th \t m • in 
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users don't need to write and know any SQL statement in order to add, edit, delete r 
query the data in the database. 
8.2.7 Authorization and Authentication 
Login page are provided in the system to allow the authorized u er acces the 
Home page. That means user needs to enter usemame and password before they allow 
access the Home page. 
8.3 System Limitations 
8.3.1 Provide Simple Function 
FSKTM E-COMMUNJTY system is a very imple y tern which ju t add the 
data into database and displays the data that retrieved from databa e. It not pr vide 
upload file and images functions. 
8.3.2 Not provide admin part 
FSKTM E-COMMUNITY system i provide to u er to u e thi ystem. er 
allow adding, updates and delete the data only add by them. 
8.4 Problem and Solution 
During development f the KTM - MM NITY s st m mun pr bl ms 
were encountered. me f the pr blcm wcr • o er· m thr 11 ih th • · 11 tin s l11ti 11, 
xpcrience wa zaincd when t in ' to find a Sl luti n I' r th' prohl m, I le \ • , s m 
f the pr blem wcr n t b in' s I ·d du I{ unfor 'S • ·n ·i ·mn ton ·, 
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8.4.1 Research Challenges 
Before FSKTM E-COMMUNITY was developed, re earches have been carryin 
out to study several aspects related to the system. Search information from internet and 
brainstorming has been carried out to design the components and modules of FSKTM E- 
COMMUNlTY system. However, face some problem when doing the re earch. 
As an example, don't have idea on design interface, how to display menu bar, 
information, connect the system to database. rror occur during debug the pr gram. 
Thus, spent more time to ask for the friends and search information fr m the internet. 
8.4.2 Lack of knowledge in programming language 
FSKTM E-COMMUNTTY system was developed by u in , me pr grammm 
languages, which are ASP.N , VB.N T and cripting. Problem encountered when 
system is developed by those programming language especially A P.N T and VB.N T. 
This is because doesn't using those programming language bef re. Be ide , it i hard to 
understanding such a large amount of the information in a short time. luti n t 
overcome this problem i searching for the bo k and article f r tudy th e Ian rua e , 
searching sample codes from internet, and asking the friend . 
8.4.3 Set Up, Configuration and In tallation Problem 
Before developed the • TM - MM NlTY sy tern ervcr, database and 
related software need to in tall r et up in iomput 'r. Unfortunnt I I den t 1111 
oftware and thu need b rr w fr m fri nd. AO r sue · ·ssfitl horn 
the friend, I d n't have in installin r s 'ttin~· up th u s th ir . 'l'hus, in· id 
t try and a k f r the th •rs p pl for It Ip. 'IT< r oc ·m·s h u i1rnt •II o ·t up th 
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server and those related software. I need to uninstalled and et up that software a ain 
and again. Besides, it was also taking a long time to install the Micro oft Vi ual 
Studio .NET Framework because of large of size file. 
Beside that, problem occurs in make the connection between sy tern and 
database. I search from internet; book and friend for solve thi problem. 
8.5 Future Enhancement 
Some functionality of the system can be enhanced or me new functionally can 
be add in the system in order to improve the quality of the y tern. The following are the 
functions that can be enhanced on the system. 
8.5.l Provide Admin part 
FSKTM E-COMMUNITY system just provide to user. It will cau e the irre p nsible 
users to add unrelated information into particular module. Thus, it hould provide the 
admin site to handle this type of problem. Admin enable t update, rem ve, the 
unnecessary information and add new m dule int thi thi will make the 
system become more effective and update. 
8.5.2 Allow User upload the files, imog 
SKTM - MMUNl Y y tern ju tall w the u rt add an inf rmation b 
type in thew rd or c py and pa t inf rmati n int th' f rm. It will tuk · a lot I' tim 
f r user to add inforrnati n int this . st m. Thus, it sh uld h • nh n · • l f ti(( w th · 
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users to upload their files or images in the system especially at Widen Knowledge and 
Forum module part. 
8.6 Summary 
When developed the FSKTM E-COMMUN[TY system, a lot of research, time 
and effort have been involved to make this project successful and fulfilled the tasks as 
requirements. However, there are also some limitations in the system. It need to be 
enhanced in order to transform it to a more advance system. 
At the completion of this project, FSKTM - OMMUNl Y ystem ha been 
achieved its objectives, as well as the functional and n n-Iunctional requirement a 
planned at the beginning of the project. Many problem faced during developed the 
system and find a way to solve the problem . More knowledge was gained when 
developed the system, such as how to develop a sy tern, planned a ystem, u ing the 
programming languages and others. FSKTM - OMM NlTY sy tern i ea y t learn 
and use and users can master it within a h rt learnin time. 
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User Manual 
To Access FSKTM E-COMMUNITY System 
Users can only access to system with login mode. In the login mode, users can 
access all the information that it applied to them. In other words, user can only acce 
the information that they are authorized to access. For example, user nly can m dify and 
delete the information add by them. The login to this system is by U erName and 
Password. 
Following are the minimum requirements for acces the y tern: 
User Hardware Requirements 
l. personal computer with at lea t 32 MB RAM 
2. Network connection through existing network configuration r modem 
(recommended at least 28.8 Kbp ) 
3. Microsoft Internet Explorer Ver ion 5.0 and ab ve. 
To gain access to FSKTM - OMMUNITY y tern, you have t key in the 
following URL address into your br w er' addrc , ar: 
ht 
You will see the fotJowing page after y u uccess full .ounect ·d t I• K'I M ·- 
COMMUNITY erver. 
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l Iser Name 
rr>nl Pa .. word 
Page Descriptions: 
l. UserName - field for users to key in their U erName 
2. Password - field for user to key in their Pa w rd. 
3. Login Buttons - users can slick here f r I rin t the y tcm 
4. Register - u er can click here to re iistcr a' member. 
5. Forgot Password - u er can click here t earch their pa word. Un
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Registration Page 
11/, ..... ,,_ ~- e "" -------~ ~~!.=~==~=:..:=-~~~~~~-~~~~~~__.:.i· ~ 
• Registration- 
Full Nam•: 
UMrN.me: 
PHllWOrd; 
~:;:~.a: Registration 
Ago: form 
!Oendtr: OM.olr l'•n""' 
Cthgoiy : selOt\ •] 
e ... 1: 
{\ 
Submit 
..... 
Description: 
To register a member, users can click the register link and a regi tration page will display. 
Users have to fill in the information. 
Page button: 
l. Submit- u ers can click here to ubrnit the f rm. 
2. Cancel - users can click here t re et the wr ng data input. Un
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Forgot Password Page 
t-orQOt P~<.Wf'W'l'tl 
JhFf a•e. )'O'I• Utet Niltnt and Enlad 
Ad<h s. 1ud cltcL. 1ul>u.t1 You 
v••llWOld ",. dihvlly dlf«ll)' 
UsertJllm• 
' 
I 
E1t111' A'1tt tn • 
[ 
Snhmit 
Description: 
User Name 
mail Address 
Users can search their password from this page if forgot their pa w rd. hey can fill in 
the user name and email address and click submit button and the pa sw rd will di play in 
this page. 
Page Button: 
Submit - user can click here l earch their pa w rd in databa e. 
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Home Page 
Header 
Menu Rar • U-• (.\U'U,•\Qal')' A o ... all bQ&flk.; (.OO••iltt••t')' •1 •.f • fc ,,.,. .. ,, 1•tk fm(I t"tiM(;.1•~1\ f)ln -' llwl it"~NI W C)h'-1"1> 1..• l".-Lt)IUU)lllW) ti 1.W..-tt •·•A o/0'11) O'f tlC:Ol)l4 W'ltb (. ouuuou •\t«t •"'' ,.nd C"OOV' hou fhAt ft•IL>• •ct• U:\.t01 tn•hOA 
IUld Ct')nlltUOUICMi(')ll tecbnc>loaa~ '" ""'* ttM.ty .,.~•(:taOU" •ud trlllll.Ul•Cb()n. .. to =~·;;.~::,'~yc.'::,-:i',..o!:":;;.::.:.-:~-::,;.::~•• ,_,,,,•::~~~•.,di h·~:.-~ .. "'"'-------- 
cma•'\ll-.vttc• <()UM Ml'"*·"'· f'(\.fll • •Orh•(Mn• ow'"' M.• '"'"'"'-"' tt~••'tci•I 
1luu .. ttl"J#l•)U)ll. thl'f l•)VIUlf' ... ;. t1)1UIU .. AD ot llLC'N• LUofU.Ul'Uahtt1f •IPW Ut<Ctuh • 
... , •:ot.Lhilln~• '""'""*•·~.---'..If. 1d.aa1e ~ho1•C L ••. ··~· , .. Ht)\.¥ 
«•c..h otbc:t txffft 
Content 
In the Home page, user can choo c the system module they wi h t vt it from the page 
top bar. 
Menu Bar - users can choose the system module from here. 
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View Notice Board Page 
Link 
Button 
Noll<nDy:: Le<li-..~@~-------- 
Dropdown Ii t 
au1.,tt:.t1°''"'-•~•*- c1 ... -a1w ....... ,..ulrllmlnMnW............,. 
dib•tlkm Mc~m 
....... T>IUJI '""' 
ll'!IL!)I)< llUC 
Nntic .. 
.... 
Users can click the dropdown list to view the notice type. Beside that, u er can add, edit 
and delete the notices add by them. 
Dropdown List- users can view the notice t select notice by lecturer, staff r tudent. 
Add Link - users can click the Add Link to add the notice. 
Edit Link - users can click the dit Link t edit then tice nly add by them. 
View Link- users can click the View ink t view then ticc . 
Delete Link - users can click the elete ink t delete the noti nl add b th m. Un
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Add Notice Page 
·Add ~ullct · 
Jly 
Tiil• 
" _ 
Submit ancel 
For this page, users can add the notice. 
Title field - users need to fill the notice title in this field. 
Description field - user need t fill the notice here. 
Submit Button - click button Submit t a e the n ticc. 
Cancel Button - user can click the cancel t re et the n tic 
Title 
De scriprion 
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Edit Notice Pagel 
J uu ,,ulH r I ule 
•0 
.. ., ...... 
Edit Back 
Link Edit - user can click the edit link to edit page to update the n rice add by u er 
Back Button- user can click the Back button to go to view n ticc page. 
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Edit Notice Page2 
~~ } •....,. [ I dit Field 
:=::=========~ 
.... 
Change Cance] 
User can change the notice in edit field. 
Change Button- user click the change butt n t update then tice. 
Cancel Button - u er click the cancel butt n t icw n t ice page. 
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Delete Notice Page 
l 
l)rlrtf' JIUr 
Delete 
User can click the delete link to delete the notice. 
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Add Reply Page 
View 
l!Oll lly Lal_t llll•I• 1!118 
1A<t Po lf 20(1~ ).'401 AM pl 
Reply Field 
Post Back 
Users can view lne i epry ot 1u1 u111 111 this page and users als can p st their reply in the 
reply field. 
Reply Field - allows users fill the reply here. 
Post Button - user click on the Po t button t ave their reply. 
Back Button - users can click Back butt n t 1 back to the thread pa re. 
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GLOSSARY 
ADO (Active Data Object) 
Constructs ASP can use to work with conforming database. 
Application 
Any set of pages, programming logic, and data stores that together create an interacti e 
application. Not necessarily just ASP application, or Web/Internet ba ed, applicati n 
also refers to traditional programs such as word processors or spread heet . 
Browser 
The software used to view web pages, such as Internet xplorer. Al called the 
platform on which Web page are viewed. 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) 
The technology used on UNIX-ba ed perating y tern and a Web ervcr t pr vidc 
interactivity. 
Data type 
The name of the type of data stored in a variable, uch a text, number, logical, and o 
forth. 
DBMS 
Also RDBMS, meaning Relati nal ataba e Mana rem int y tern. 
Development Environment 
The tool and c nditi n pre ent on ur y tern when u are de elopin 1 nppli nti 11 '. 
Dynamic Web Page 
A Web pa e that pre ent a ari •t t f inf rmnti: n d ·1 ·11 I ·111 on th· ·ont ;t uid ti.' ·r 
defined. 
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Hosting 
Providing space on a server computer for a Web site or application, typically with hi h- 
speed, dedicated Internet access. 
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) 
The language used to direct browser to display information content. 
HS (Internet Information Server) 
Microsoft's industrial-strength Web server software. 
ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) 
The standard by which most database can be acce sed. 
Operating System 
The software that sets the operating environment for the applicari n and server ftware, 
and manages the hardware. 
Platform 
ln this context, refers to the operating system or browser in use. 
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6. http://www.healthysf.org/telehealth/le sons/AATP le sons dreamweaver.pdf 
7. http://www.access-developers.eo.uk/why-acces .htm 
8. http://www.bcschools.net/staff/Acces Help.htmff Acce lntTo 
9.http://www.my gl.netregi !Ty.com.au/about my qi.html 
10.~h~U.J.:...?.!..!~~=..!.~JCt.!.!!.U.l~i:.=ii::i..:,;:.:...1.=!,.:_.(.l.!.!J~~~~ 
11.~ht~!..W.!~!...!..!.!.~~~~~~~~~~ 
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